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Dear Alumni and Friends:

 What a year! It simply doesn’t get any better than this: 

•   91%:  The percent of nursing students in a beginning 

cohort to graduate. An historic high!   

•   #1: Our ranking among all two-year colleges in the US!

•   #6: Our rank among all colleges in NC (just after Duke, 

NCSU, UNC, Wake Forest, and Davidson.

•   #1 in the Nation: The ranking of a recent MLS graduate 

on her registry exam.

•   Top Tier: How CCHS employees rate the college on national employee satisfaction scores.

 The accolades go on and on. Read even more accomplishments on pages 3 and 9.

 The differences alumni will notice are due to a new person and position: Ruthie Mihal, Alumni 

Coordinator. We were lucky to find the incredibly talented Ruthie Mihal to fill the new position. Meet 

her on page 10, or better yet, meet her in person at the August 28 meeting!  It’s still a glimmer in our 

eyes, but Ruthie, Karen Miller, and I have the vision of capturing your stories – stories of the history of 

nursing and allied health in NC – via tape, video, or print.  At first, we’re doing this in collaboration 

with a statewide project to record the history of nursing in North Carolina. Then we’ll branch out to 

allied health. See page 21 and don’t be shy! We need your help in capturing this fascinating history! 

 But most of all it is you alumni who bring me unabashed pride and joy. A few warm words you’ve 

taken the time to share, and for which I thank you from the bottom of my heart:

 •  Anonymous praise for teacher Michele Pfaff: “The way you handle and address our mistakes has 

meant more to me than I can express in words. I also appreciate how you constantly stretch our thinking. You 

make it easier to move past feelings of failure because you demonstrate that you believe in us. Thank you so 

much for being who you are.”

 •  From accomplished alumnus Nicky (Tia Howell) Littlejohn after being praised for her profes-

sional accomplishments: “CCHS has given me so much and I am always proud to say that I am a CCHS 

nurse. The rest is just fluff.”

 •  From a CHS Infection Control RN after hiring a few CCHS students to work part time: “They 

are working out fabulously!  They are enthusiastic and interested in doing anything we ask of them.  They 

have helped us tremendously with gathering infection data points and we are training them to complete 

audits in hand hygiene and isolation compliance!”

 •  From Whitney White after starting her career: “Now that I am in the ‘real world,’ I realize what 

an amazing nursing program CCHS has. The program prepared me well and I’m proud to answer when fel-

low employees ask me where I went to nursing school.” 

 •  And finally, one that brought  tears to my eyes and joy to my heart, from Christie Kuyper Wills 

’06 in Mankato, MN, now working toward a DNP/Neonatal Nurse Practitioner Program: “None of this 

would be possible if it weren’t for the intense educational preparation, as well as the care, concern, nurture, 

and mentorship I received at CCHS. While teaching the “science” of nursing, CCHS faculty also teach the 

“art” of nursing by exemplifying patience, understanding, positive leadership, caring relationships, and 

self-sacrifice. I am only one of the many thousands of students whose lives have been touched and ultimately 

altered by their experiences at this exemplary school. Carry on,CCHS.”

 Thank you for the difference you are making in the world. 

     With my warmest regards,

     Ellen Sheppard

President’s Note
Ellen.Sheppard@carolinascollege.edu
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radiologic technology 
Summer 
semester 2012 
is nearing 
completion, 
and with it has 
come many 
“points-of-
reflection” that 
have occurred 
recently. We 
are so proud of 
our Radiologic 
Technology 

graduates from the Class of 2012. These eleven 
graduates worked very hard, and with a sense 
of great joy we welcomed them as professional 
colleagues when we learned that soon after 
graduation all eleven of the graduates 100% 
passed the ARRT Registry examination! In fact, 
the mean score of the Class of 2012 was 90.3%. 
A remarkable achievement for yet another class 
of Radiologic Technologists!

We are also very proud of our RT faculty mem-
bers Cathey Miller and Jodie Huffstetler! This 
summer, both Cathey and Jodie completed their 
Master of Arts degrees. In addition, both gradu-
ated with honors at the top of their respective 
classes! We congratulate them and we are certain 
that our program and our students will benefit 
as we implement improvements based upon the 
knowledge that Cathey and Jodie have acquired 
through this arduous process. 

Our current Radiologic Technology students 
in the Class of 2013 are now transitioning into 
Level 2 students. Recently, several members of 
the Class of 2013 and three members of the RT 
program faculty assisted with and participated 
in a Bright Blessings birthday celebration for 
homeless children at the Hope Center on 
July 9, 2012. Lucy, Cathey, Jodie and the stu-
dents had as much fun as the children and cer-
tainly exhibited the compassion for community 
that is essential for professional radiographers! 
We are proud of the faculty and students that 
assisted with this very meaningful event. 

PROGRaM NEwS

school of nursing
It is sum-
mer in the 
Carolinas, the 
College has 
just finished 
up a very 
special time 
in the lives of 
our students; 
graduation 
from Caroli-
nas College 
of Health 

Sciences. From the beginning of their time at 
CCHS, our students have been working hard 
to reach this goal in their educational journey. 
As faculty and administration we celebrate 
with them but continue to encourage them 
on a path of lifelong learning once they leave 
Carolinas College. In the School of Nursing, 
we talk to our students about obtaining their 
BSN and eventually graduate nursing 
education. 

North Carolina along with the rest of this 
country is facing a nursing workforce short-
age that could impact the quality of health-
care.  The NC Center for Nursing forecasts 
that without significant changes there will 
be a potential shortage of 32,000 registered 
nurses in the state of North Carolina by 2020 
(NC Center for Nursing, 2006).  There is a 
demand for an increase in the educational 
preparation of nurses due to the technological 
advances in health care and increased patient 
acuity faced by nurses today as well as nurses 
of the future. The 2004 NC IOM Nursing 
Workforce Report and the 2010 Institute 
of Medicine Report on the Future of Nurs-
ing have recommended that the proportion 
of baccalaureate-prepared nurses (BSN) be 
increased to 60% and 80% respectively by 
2020. In the United States, a majority of new 
nursing graduates received their nursing edu-
cation in an associate degree program.  

In an effort to address the need for an increase 
in the educational preparation of registered 
nurses, North Carolina has implemented a 
successful educational partnership between 
community colleges and universities that 
dually enrolls students in a seamless four-year 
nursing curriculum to increase the proportion 
of BSN-prepared nurses in the state. In 2008, 
Asheville Buncombe Technical Community 
College (AB Tech), Western Carolina Univer-
sity (WCU) and the Foundation for Nursing 
Excellence (FNE) initiated the Regionally In-
creasing Baccalaureate Nurses (RIBN) model. 
The WNC RIBN team adapted the Oregon 
Consortium for Nursing Education (OCNE) 
model for dually admitting qualified students 
into a seamless four-year educational tract. 
The first cohort of students began the WNC 
RIBN educational track fall semester 2010 
with the goal of achieving their BSN degree 
in 2014.  

The Foundation for Nursing Excellence is 
supporting the expansion of the RIBN model 
in five additional regions across North Caro-
lina. Carolinas College of Health Sciences is 
a partner in this effort through Centralina 
RIBN (CRIBN) which also includes UNC 
Charlotte, Central Piedmont Community 
College (CPCC), and Gaston College.  The 
CRIBN option will provide a seamless as-
sociate to baccalaureate nursing education 
for top academic students. The first three 
years of study will be hosted on the associate 
degree college campus along with one course 
taken each semester through UNC Charlotte. 
Upon successful completion of the first three 
years, students will complete their final year of 
baccalaureate nursing courses online through 
UNCC.  The first cohort of nursing students 
to begin their CRIBN journey will start in the 
fall 2012. Carolinas College of Health Scienc-
es and the School of Nursing are very excited 
about the opportunity to partner with the 
Foundation of Nursing Excellence, UNCC, 
CPCC, and Gaston College in creating a new 
pathway for increasing the number of BSN-
prepared nurses in North Carolina.  For more 
information about the RIBN nursing option, 
please visit www.carolinascollege.edu. 

by Doug Frankenburg
Douglas.Frankenburg@carolinashealthcare.org

by Debbie Blackwell
deborah.blackwell@carolinascollege.edu
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surgical technology
As the new 
director of 
the School 
of Surgical 
Technology, I 
was honored 
to be offered 
this amaz-
ing position 
and continue 
assisting stu-
dents through 

their educational journey. My educational and 
professional experiences in the business and 
healthcare sector have prepared me for this 
exciting role.

I moved to Charlotte soon after graduating 
from Sentara College of Health Sciences in 
Norfolk, VA, and worked 10 years at Carolinas 
Medical Center Main as a surgical tech. After 
receiving a BS degree in Business Administra-
tion from UNC-Charlotte, I worked with 
Carolinas Physician’s Network as an analyst. 
I joined the CCHS family in 2008 and have 
loved teaching and interacting with the stu-
dents and staff members on campus. I have 
a strong passion for teaching and my heart is 
filled with emotion when I see former students 
thriving in their new roles. 

I am also pleased to share with you that one 
of our CCHS grads, Gardenia Davis, accepted 
the faculty position within the School of Sur-
gical Technology, effective May 21. I’m excited 
to have someone with Gardenia’s knowledge 
and experience assisting our students with 
their educational journey!

Gardenia earned a baccalaureate degree in 
Architecture from Howard University in 
Washington, DC and is also a 2003 graduate 
of CCHS. In the past, she has worked with 
IBM and the City of Raleigh as a facility en-
gineer, monitoring several major construction 
projects. Gardenia was always intrigued by 
the human body and decided to enroll in the 
surgical technology program here at CCHS. 

She is an excellent performer and has worked 
for 9 years as a surgical technologist at CMC- 
Mercy and CMC. 

Summer is one of the busiest semesters for the 
School of Surgical Technology and this year is 
no exception. The Class of 2012 was the first 
group of students to take the national certifi-
cation exam prior to graduation. This is a new 
requirement from our accrediting body and 
I am proud to report that 10 of the 11 grads 
passed the exam! This year, we increased our 
enrollment to 14 students and started clinical 
rotations on June 27!

Don’t forget to celebrate National Surgical 
Technologist Week September 16-22!

clinical laboratory   
sciences

Congratula-
tions to our 
MLS gradu-
ates!  The 
January 2011 
class: Carlos 
Carre, Bhavi-
ta Ghodasara, 
Tiffany Ster-
rett, and Hine 
Vang. The 
August 2011 
class: Chris-

tina Gutierrez, Romona Henderson, Brittini 
Hollingsworth, Christine Meyers, Katie Sch-
reiber, Sarah Stonger, and Kim Whitworth. 
All eleven graduates passed the ASCP Board 
of Certification and the class scored 18% 
above the national mean. Sarah Stonger and 
Kim Whitworth scored in the top 3% of the 
nation. All Spring 2012 graduates, Jennifer 
Autry, Brittany Stanley, Kim Varvel, and Holly 
Wheeler, passed their certification exam. Kim 
Varvel achieved the top score of all examinees 
from hospital-based programs in the nation. 

We’re so proud. A big congratulations to Me-
lissa Dunlap Jackson (Class of 2009 and MLS 
faculty)!  Melissa has achieved the level of Spe-

ConneCtions
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This August we welcome the 18 students that 
have been selected for the Radiologic Technol-
ogy Class of 2014. We are excited for them, 
and we are proud to have our soon-to-be Level 
2 students help transition these new students 
into their chosen professional path. 

My sincere appreciation goes out to the won-
derful faculty (all alumni) of the Radiologic 
Technology program at CCHS. The wisdom, 
guidance, compassion and commitment dem-
onstrated each day by Lucy, Cathey and Jodie 
clearly enable our students to enter profes-
sional life fully prepared to serve the needs of  
present and future patients!

radiation therapy 
Welcome new 
faculty:  In 
April, George 
Sherouse, 
Ph.D. joined 
Carolinas Col-
lege as instruc-
tor of physics 
in the Radia-
tion Therapy 

program. Dr. 
Sherouse 
has an M.S. 

degree in Medical Physics (University of 
Florida) and a Ph.D. in Biomedical Engi-
neering (UNC-Chapel Hill). Dr. Sherouse is 
certified by the American Board of Radiology 
in Therapeutic Radiological Physics and has 
over 20 years of experience in research and ap-
plications development in radiation oncology. 
He has contributed extensively to the devel-
opment of three dimensional planning and 
is credited with engineering one of the first 
available 3-D planning systems. In addition to 
his instructional responsibilities, Dr. Sherouse 
also provides physics services and support for 
our radiation oncology facilities at Carolinas 
Medical. We are very fortunate to have Dr. 
Sherouse as a member of our team. 

by Kali Simien
kali.simien@carolinashealthcare.org

by Kelly Shirley
kelly.shirley@carolinascollege.edu

by Lee Braswell
lee.braswell@carolinascollege.edu

Continued on next page.
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cialist in Blood Banking. She officially graduat-
ed on March 5, 2012, from the SBB program at 
Florida Blood Services. She passed the national 
ASCP SBB exam with flying colors.

Many years ago, the North Carolina Society for 
Clinical Laboratory Science (NCSCLS) hosted 
a Student Quiz Bowl competition each year 
during the Carolinas Clinical Connection. The 
students in the Charlotte Memorial Hospital 
School of Medical Technology participated in 
the 1970’s and 80’s. The class of 1979-1980 
was crowned champions the year they com-
peted. This year, that event was revived at the 
Clinical Connection in Charlotte. Our own 
August 2012 class enthusiastically participated 
and we hope to sponsor a team each year. 
Come to the convention and cheer on the 
home team.

The faculty members of the Medical Labora-
tory Science program have been extra busy 
this year. In spring 2011, we began the 
tedious task of developing and writing our 
NAACLS (National Accreditation Agency 
for Clinical Laboratory Sciences) reaccredita-
tion self-study. This is an in-depth evaluation 
of the program and curriculum and how we 
compare to the required Standards for Ac-
creditation. After submitting our self-study 
in August 2011, we began preparing for the 
on-site inspection. If you have been working 
as a med tech or MLS for a few years you 
know what it is like when your lab is getting 
ready for a CAP inspection. NAACLS inspec-
tions come around every 5-7 years. It is very 
important for our program to maintain ac-
creditation in order for our graduates to be el-
igible to take the ASCP exam. The NAACLS 
inspectors visited us for three days during the 
last week of March 2012. We will not know 
our official status until fall of 2012; however, 
they had high praise for our program, our 
faculty, college, and clinical site. We will keep 
you posted on how we did. Thank you to 
those graduates who agreed to an interview 
with the inspectors.

I hope you have a fun summer. Remember to 
make time for your family and take time for 
yourself. Keep in touch!

Program News cont’dCOVER StORy

Number 3 in the United States seemed very 
cool... until we became Number 1!  The Fall 
2011 issue of Connections was full of information 
about the college’s designation as the Number 3 
two-year college in the US by the Washington, 
DC-based publication Washington Monthly.  The 
designation, readers learned, was based on objec-
tive federally-report-
ed data, as well as 
student response to 
a national college 
student survey on 
subjective criteria 
such as perceived 
rigor of the pro-
grams and faculty 
concern for student 
success.  

Explained Hampton 
Hopkins, Dean of Student Services, “We anxiously awaited news of its new ranking, only to 
learn that Washington Monthly elected not to rank 2-year schools in 2011-12. But even bet-
ter news was on the horizon.” CCHS learned that the online college ranking website, www.
StateUniversity.com had ranked CCHS Number One in the nation!  The StateUniversity.com 
college ranking, first released in 2009, analyzes data from the top 2,000 colleges and universi-
ties in the nation. The rankings are based solely on mathematical comparisons of key statistics, 
which compare student/faculty ratio, graduation rate, test scores and other factors. The website 
does not consider subjective data such as student and peer feedback in its rankings. Filtered for 
all colleges, including 4-year and graduate programs, CCHS ranks number 6 in North Carolina, 
just after Duke, NC State, Chapel Hill, Wake Forest, and Davidson College. 

Naturally, another round of celebrations ensued! At the college-wide celebration, attended by 
students, staff, and civic and system VIPs, Carolinas HealthCare System President and Chief 
Operating Officer Joe Piemont congratulated and thanked the students for their role in earn-
ing this distinction for CCHS. Said President Sheppard, “This ranking is an affirmation of the 
excellent faculty, staff and students who make up CCHS, and of the unwavering support of our 

alumni and of Carolinas HealthCare System. Student success clearly is 
our top priority,” Sheppard went on to say. “A low student-to-fac-

ulty ratio allows us to focus on each student’s needs. Students 
value our student-centered culture and that culture makes 
them even more committed to succeeding.”

Students, staff, and 

dignitaries such as 

CHS President Joe 

Piemont celebrated 

CCHS’s Number 1 

ranking with ban-

ners, T-shirts, badge 

ribbons, and parties.

CCHS is…

…in the 
nation!
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aLuMNI aSSOCIatION NEwS
Fellow Alumni:
During the time that I have been affiliated with the CCHS 
Alumni Association, I have been amazed at the determina-
tion, wisdom, dedication, and care of those who have been 
a part of the healthcare profession for decades. To be in the 
company of these women who graduated in the ’40s, ’50s, 
and ’60s along with the men and women who graduated 
from the ‘revived’ college, has been a true blessing.  Listening 
to everyone’s stories provides an opportunity to learn about 
the numerous changes in healthcare which reflect the changes 
in our society and the roles played by all in that growth.

The Alumni Association provides an opportunity to also 
contribute to our community beyond the networking.  From 

providing toys for the Toy Chest at Levine Children’s Hospital, to participating in School Tools, 
to filling Salvation Army Christmas stockings, the alumni continue to show their dedication and 
caring. 

Oh, but there is more.  There is the fun!  If you weren’t able to make it to Homecoming in 2010, 
plan on getting to the next one.  In the meantime, come party with us at our annual ‘post-
holiday’ gathering or the receptions we provide for the graduates or the celebration for those who 
graduated 50 and 60 years ago!  We have a good time at our quarterly meetings, too. 

MK Brennan, MS, RN, LMBT
Nursing, Class of 1996

COMMUNICATION IS A BEAUTIFUL THING!
The speed and ease of communicating by email has changed the world, and CCHS is no exception. The college is relying more and more on email 
in alumni outreach. If you have an email address, please share it with us. We never sell or share email listings with external parties or vendors. For 
the listing below, we culled our alumni from the years 1955 through 1959 looking for those for whom we have no email address. If you don’t use 
email – we understand! It’s not everyone’s cup of java and there’s no need to respond. But if you do have an email address, please let Pat Lewis know: 
704.355.2029 or Pat.Lewis@CarolinasCollege.edu. Each alumnus listed below who lets us know his/her email by September 30, 2012 will be entered 
in a drawing for a customized CCHS jump drive!      

aLuMNI aSSOCIatION OFFICERS

President
MK Brennan (NUR ’96)

President Elect
Lee Abbott (NUR ’63)

Past President
Kathy Bruce (NUR ’64)

Secretary
Nancy Hill (NUR ’67)

Treasurer
Peggy Cherry (NUR ’62)

Nominating Committee
Mary Faye Proctor (NUR ’56)

It is an honor to serve this year as the Alumni 
Association President and I invite you to come 
see what I have found.  For more information 
about the Alumni Association, contact Ruthie 
Mihal, our wonderful Alumni Relations Coor-
dinator at Ruth.Mihal@carolinashealthcare.org 
and ‘like’ the Carolinas College Alumni Associa-
tion on Facebook.  We look forward to seeing 
you and hearing your story as we continue to 
make history!

1955
Margaret Ann Corl Beaver

Dorothy Bullard Bracey
Katie McArthur Clery

Augusta “Louise” Byrd Godwin
Barbara Guin Motsinger

Sara Musselwhite
Deronda Sellers Newsome
Elizabeth Stinson Patterson
Barbara Sieving Roseman
Nancy Cottingham Smith

Betty Savage Worsham
       

1956
Phyllis Harris Baines

Margaret Lawrence Bry
Mary Moore Casale

Marion Woodruff Esheaugh
Nancy Hardin Fowler

Sylvia Coulter Gallimore
Elizabeth Montgomery Gibson

Janie Valentine Hall
Mae Weathers Hewitt

Barbara Christopher Honeycutt
Irene Kiker

Nell Fanning Lloyd
Mary Rose McNeill Marshall

Peggy Carter Moore
Peggy Byrd Moose

Marlene Bowlin Morrow
Dorothy Simmons Mosley

Faye Cloer Mullis
Barbara Patrick Norman

Frieda Cloer Phillips
Alice Garmon Thomason

Margaret McClean Wilkes
Alice Hallyburton Wood

       

1957
Doris McGuirt Baker
Martha Karriker Baker
Nancy Sexton Brewer

Patricia Brown
Emma Jean Huffman Connor

Ann Duckwall
Ann Graham Edwards

Hattie Hanshaw
Ellen Sloan Hinson

Martha Laughridge Jenkins
Peggy James Little

Betty Love
Aileen Amon Price

Patsy Blanton Shaffer

Betty Owen Suther
Patricia Thompson Sutton

Janice Hartley Teeter
Burla Clay Willis

Carolyn Motte Yaworsky
       

1958
Sybil Ransom Carlock

Naomi File Carrick
Glenda Gregory Grimes

Sally Prevatte Jones
Iris Davis Luquire

Frances Williams Needham
Rita Clark Tussey

Frances  Patterson Wallace
Conelia Williams Zeedick

1959
Erlene Bloxsom

J. Faye Cloninger Bridges
Peggy Bradburn Bridges

Lenna McNiel Capel
Freida Eubanks Catoe
Patsy Stroud Croom

Jane Cole Deal
Patricia Barbour DeGross
Dorothy Simmons Fodel

Delilah Frye Holmes
Jackie Odom Kerns

Diane McGee
Emma Benton McInnis
Linda Crouch Quintero

Janet Simpson Tyson

MK Brennan
Next alumni association Meeting is august 28 . 
Come learn about StRESS MaNaGEMENt & aLtERNatIVE MEDICINE from a panel of experts 
in the fields of acupuncture, massage, naturopathy and much more.  
you don’t want to miss this!    6:30 – 8 pm at the College .
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Soon after graduating from CCHS, Alicia 
went on to earn her BSN from UNC 
Charlotte and is now enrolled in the MSN 
program at Queen’s University. She antici-
pates completing her MSN in August.  

Alicia’s personal life is just as active and 
exciting.  She and her fiancé Mathew will 
be married in August 2012. She has two 
“four-legged children,” AJ and Ziggy, both 
rat terriers that she just adores. Alicia also 
enjoys traveling the world.  In fact, in her 
first year after graduating from CCHS, she enjoyed 14 trips to explore 
the world. What an experience. So keep your eye on this Grad-on-
the-Go because Alicia is bound to go far and offer a great deal towards 
advancing the nursing profession. 

go!
ROBIN StEFFENSEN MILLER, MLS 2003, 
is a Winthrop University graduate with a 
B.S. in Chemistry. She is originally from 
Connecticut and moved to Greenwood, SC, 
when she was twelve. After graduating from 
college, Robin worked as an administrative 
assistant for First Union National Bank; 
but Robin’s passion is science. “I’ve had 
an interest in the medical field since I was 
young, and I loved the lab portion of all my 
science classes. Medical technology is the 
perfect combination of both.” Robin gradu-
ated from the CCHS Medical Technology 
program in August, 2003, and has been a 
Grad-on-the-Go ever since. 

Robin’s first position as a medical technologist was in the Carolinas 
Medical Center chemistry department where she quickly became the 
department’s toxicology expert. After two years in chemistry/toxicology, 
she was recruited to a new role with the Clinical Laboratory Network 
(CLN). This role included managing the lab’s safety program, continu-
ing education program, process improvement program, point-of-care 
testing and training, and participation in CAP accreditation preparation 
and CAP surveys. Robin also represented the laboratory on hospital-
wide committees such as Patient Safety, Environment of Care, and 
Health Department SWAT. She facilitated meetings such as CLN Safety 
Committee and CMC Hazardous Materials and Waste SubCommittee. 
Through these responsibilities, Robin developed a thorough knowledge 
of regulatory agencies and how other departments in the hospital func-

GRaDS ON tHE

Medical Laboratory 
Science ’03  

ROBIN MILLER

aLICIa SHaw, NUR 2006, has had an exciting career since graduating 
from CCHS. It began at CMC on the Progressive Care Unit where, after 
a short 18 months, she transitioned to the Assistant Nurse Manager.  Cur-
rently Alicia is the Acting Interim Nurse Manager for the progressive care 
unit.  In her management role when conducting interviews and hiring 
new graduates, Alicia says “I can ALWAYS tell a difference in a CCHS 
grad.  It is like having a Coach handbag…pure quality!” 

Alicia gains the most satisfaction in her career from knowing she is mak-
ing a difference in her patients’ lives.  She finds working in the progres-
sive care unit rewarding because she actually gets to see the patients’ 
progression. In 2011, Alicia was honored as one of “The Great 100 
Nurses in North Carolina” for her outstanding professional ability and 
for the contributions she had made to improve the healthcare services in 
her community.

Nursing ’06
aLICIa SHaw
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tion. “Having CAP and CLIA knowledge was also helpful as I transi-
tioned into my current role (within Carolinas HealthCare System).”  

Robin is currently the Accreditation Coordinator for CMC-Pineville. 
In this role, she coordinates survey readiness for the whole hospital 
(not just the laboratory). She ensures CMC-Pineville is meeting all 
regulatory standards including The Joint Commission, Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services, the Health Department, and others. “I 
also participate in mock surveys at other facilities in the system which 
I love because it gives me an opportunity to see how other places do 
things. I think having a medical technology background is helpful... it’s 
in our nature to be analytical.” A big part of her role is analyzing data 
and the standards to ensure compliance. “Having worked at CMC and 
been involved with training MT students was also beneficial.” She uses 
a teaching approach in her current role when talking to others about 
standards. Robin notes that a medical technologist’s attention to detail 
and organization works well in her role as she juggles projects in dif-
ferent stages, which is not unlike the lab juggling and prioritizing daily 
workloads. 

The School of Clinical Laboratory Sciences benefits from Robin’s vast 
knowledge of the laboratory and the hospital. She has been an active 
member of the MLS/CCHS Advisory Committee since 2007.

Robin and her husband, Chris, love to travel. They have two “boys” 
(the four-legged kind). They are Red Sox fans and try to get to Boston 
every year to watch a game at Fenway. Robin also enjoys scrapbooking 
and other crafts.
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While working at CMC-Main, 
Brittany caught the attention of Dr. 
Douglas B.Villaret, an ENT surgeon for 
CEENTA (Charlotte Eye, Ear, Nose & 
Throat Associates). Dr. Villaret began 
requesting Brittany for all of his head and 

neck reconstructive cases and within a few 
months, hired Brittany as his private surgi-
cal tech. Brittany has paved the way for 
future private surgical technologists, as she 
was the first private surgical tech hired at 
CEENTA!  

Brittany has always been interested in becoming a doctor or physician’s 
assistant, but has discovered that being a private surgical tech is an awe-
some opportunity! Brittany enjoys the interaction with patients in the 
office as well as being with them through the surgical process. She is still 
an active volunteer during mission trips and plans to go back to school 
for her bachelor’s degree in the near future. 

Sky’s the Limit, Brittany! 

go!

BRIttaNy GODwIN, ST 2009, began her surgical journey at age 12, 
participating in yearly medical mission trips to Guatemala. As soon as 
she saw her first surgery, Brittany knew this was something she would 
love to do. Immediately after graduating from high school, Brittany en-
rolled in the Surgical Technology Program at Carolinas College of Health 
Sciences. 

Brittany describes her first experience in the operating room:

 “I was very nervous about my first day in the OR. I didn’t know what to 
expect and most of all I didn’t want to pass out! It is one thing watching 
it on TV, but standing there in person was a different story.”

Brittany’s first case was removing a large birthmark from the leg of a 
small child. The patient was very self conscious about the mark and was 
excited to have it removed. The surgery was a success and Brittany was 
proud to have been a part of the process. 

Brittany was a very active student at CCHS. She served as president of 
the student government association and enjoyed being “the voice” of 
fellow classmates.  Upon graduation in 2009, Brittany joined the surgical 
team at CMC-Main specializing in GYN, Plastics, and ENT surgery.

FaRIDEH (FRIEDa) SEHat, RT 2005, 
was born in Augusta, GA, but her family is 
originally from Iran.  At the age of three, she 
and her family returned to Iran where they 
remained until Frieda was 18 and finished 
high school.  Soon after, Frieda returned to 
America to pursue higher education.  

Not knowing any English, she attended ESL 
classes for over a year.  Motivated by her 
interest in math and physics, Frieda pursued 
a BS in engineering, and in 1993 graduated 
with honors (Tau Beta Pi member) from the 
Electrical Engineering program at 

UNC Charlotte.  Frieda worked in the engineering field for a brief period 
of time, then decided to stay home to raise her daughter, Sonia.  In 1997, 
Frieda returned to work as a business owner, opening and managing a 
travel agency for over six years.  However, the economic uncertainty in 
the travel industry forced her to close her business and pursue other op-
tions leading her to the Radiological Technology program at CCHS.

GRaDS ON tHE

Radiologic 
technology ’05

FREIDa SEHat

Surgical technology ’09

BRIttaNy GODwIN
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While checking on different programs and schools, Frieda realized how 
fortunate she was to have an outstanding radiologic technology program 
at her doorstep at Carolinas College.  She found this program to be one 
that not only holds a high standard of education and excellence in the 
classroom, but also in the clinical environment.  

Frieda graduated from the RT program in 2005 and worked as a staff 
technologist at CMC-Main for the next three years.  In 2008, an oppor-
tunity was presented to her to join the Radiation Safety Department at 
CMC where she would be able to utilize her engineering and radiologi-
cal technology background as an Assistant Radiation Safety Officer.  
In this position, Frieda is involved in quality assurance and regulatory 
compliance of several modalities to include radiography, fluoroscopy, 
computed tomography, PET and nuclear medicine.  Frieda is grateful to 
the CCHS Radiologic Technology program and its wonderful instruc-
tors for preparing her for this position.  
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Carolinas College reCognized

 for publiCation

CCHs and set?Communicate!, an educational brand 

marketing firm in Charlotte, won a merit award for 

admissions marketing in the 27th annual education-

al advertising awards sponsored by Higher educa-

tion Marketing report. this is the largest educational 

advertising awards competition in the country. this 

year, there were over 2,900 entries from more than 

1,000 colleges, universities and secondary schools 

across the nation and around the world. the award 

of merit was awarded for the CCHs career fair re-

cruitment brochure, pictured below. 

Francis Robicsek, M.D., Ph.D., legendary cardiothoracic 

surgeon at Charlotte Memorial Hospital/Carolinas Medical Center and 

president, Heineman Institute, demonstrates in real time the communica-

tion system which allows surgeons in Guatemala to consult 24/7 with their 

counterparts at Carolinas HealthCare’s Sanger Heart & Vascular Institute, 

which Robicsek founded. (For the full story, go to www.bizjournals.com, type 

“Robicsek” in the search box, and click “Excellence in Health Care.”)   

Even more recently, Robicsek helped make possible the first open heart sur-

gery ever performed in Belize. The July 2012 surgery was a cooperative effort 

of Carolinas HealthCare System and Belize’s leading public hospital, the Karl 

Heusner Memorial Hospital.  As vice president of the International Medical 

Outreach Program at CHS, Dr. Robicsek coordinated the effort.  Surgery was 

performed by Dr. Mark Stiegel, CHS cardiac surgeon and Dr. Adrian Coye 

of Belize.  

MakING a DIFFERENCE…
….. . each day

Left:  Dr. R. Mark 

Stiegel, of CHS’s Sanger 

Heart & Vascular Insti-

tute; Angel Perez, Per-

fusionist at CHS; and 

Dr. Francis Robicsek.

Dr. Robicsek 

demonstrates 

international 

virtual care.
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rish Campbell exemplifies an outstanding healthcare educator through her 
delivery of interesting and challenging instruction; caring and compassion 
for colleagues, students, and patients; and service to the college and commu-
nity. Trish began her career as a registered nurse in 1983 upon graduation from 
the University of North Carolina, Charlotte. She specialized in cardiac nursing, 

working in coronary intensive care and telemetry at Carolinas Medical Center.  There, she 
was promoted to Assistant Nurse Manager, then Nurse Manager. She found she enjoyed 
and excelled at precepting, teaching, and working with new graduate nurses, so upon her 
graduation from Queens University of Charlotte with a masters in nursing, she began teach-
ing part time at CCHS, moving into a full-time role in 2003. Since then she’s also earned a 
Certificate in Nursing Education from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

Trish’s students appreciate her ability to simplify complex concepts and stimulate their 
learning through the use of probing questions during classroom lectures and clinical experi-
ences. Students note that her carefully prepared class presentations and handouts demon-
strate that she cares about each individual’s academic success.  Her classroom presentation 
style invites students’ active engagement in discussion and problem-solving. During clinical 
learning sessions, Trish challenges students to discover answers to their own and other stu-
dents’ questions, and to perform tasks with which they are not 100% comfortable, knowing 
that Trish is there to support them and help them make the correct choices for excellent 
patient care. This coaching style of instruction empowers students to learn, using all the 
resources available to sharpen their cognitive and physical self-confidence. 

In addition to her instructional prowess, Trish has been a leader in developing a Qual-
ity Enhancement Plan (QEP) for Carolinas College, fulfilling an important accreditation 
requirement. That accomplishment, part of her legacy as chair of the QEP Committee, 
resulted in measurable improvement in students’ information literacy skills and capitalized 
on her unique talents for simplifying the complex, solving problems creatively, and organiz-
ing diverse information. Since 2005,Trish has also served as the college’s privacy director,  

Trish Campbell was recognized as the 2012 Outstand-

ing Educator at the May 4th Graduation Awards 

Breakfast by CCHS Provost, Dr. Janice Terrell.

assuring students and staff know and comply 
with privacy regulations as relates to patient 
confidentiality. In addition to teaching, Trish re-
views and writes supplemental material for vari-
ous nursing textbooks. But for Trish Campbell, 
all that is secondary. Her deepest satisfaction 
comes from working with students and helping 
them to achieve their goals.

Ms. Campbell also provides significant service 
to the community through engagement in the 
Associate Degree Nursing Council, Sigma Theta 
Tau, St. Giles Presbyterian Church, Aletheia 
Ministries, and the Visual Arts Club at Central 
Piedmont Community College. Students and 
colleagues who visit her office have the treat of 
seeing a few of her own original oil paintings, 
proving that art and science can mix beautifully! 
Carolinas College and its students are indeed 
fortunate to have Trish Campbell as a member 
of the college faculty, and are pleased to bestow 
upon her this title of distinction.  

Trish 
Campbell 
2012 
OUTSTANDING 
EDUCATOR

T “
”

Her deepest satisfaction 
comes from working with 
students and helping them 
to achieve their goals.
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MELISSa JaCkSON 
(MLS ’09), alumnus from 
and faculty with the MLS 
program, earned a specialist 
certification in Blood 
Banking (SBB), passing the 
grueling American Society 
of Clinical Pathology Board 
of Certification exam with 
flying colors on the first 
attempt.   

MaRy J . GRIFFIN, PhD, 
RN, CNE, received the 
outstanding Gerontology 
Dissertation award from 
the University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro.  
Additionally, Dr. Griffin 
was elected as president-
elect of the North Carolina 
Associate Degree Nursing 
Council.

CatHEy MILLER (RT ’76) 
and JODIE HuFFStEtLER 
(RT ’05), both alumni as 
well as faculty with the 
Radiologic Technology 
program, have completed 
masters degrees. Jodie 
earned her degree from 
University of Phoenix; 
Cathey, from Nova 
Southeastern University. 

CaNDy aDkINS, 
Nursing Faculty, graduated 
December 2011 with an 
MSN in Nursing Educa-
tion from East Carolina 
University.

SaRa MaStERS and 
CatHy BORySEwICz, 
both faculty with the 
School of Nursing, each 
earned certification as 
practitioners of Healing 
Touch and are now able 
to practice independently. 
Certification in Healing 
Touch represents the 
completion of multiple 
levels of coursework and 
hundreds of hours of 
practice.  

Faculty accomplishments 
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Melissa Jackson

Cathy Borysewicz

Mary Griffin

Sara Masters

Cathey Miller

Jodie Huffstetler

Candy Adkins
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 Greetings from the CCHS Department of 

Alumni Relations (i.e. Ruthie Mihal!).  Wow! 

What a whirlwind these past ten months have 

been since starting my new position as coor-

dinator of alumni relations and development.  

But, I am finally feeling a bit more acclimated 

after checking many “firsts” off my list. A retro-

spective of the last ten months:

 Holiday Parties/Fall Graduation/Cap-

ping: We rolled into holiday season with 

alumni drop-in parties at four of the local 

hospitals (CMC-Main, University, Pineville 

and Mercy) where alums working in those 

facilities stopped in for some holiday cheer!  

December also brings graduation and capping for nursing students; I had the plea-

sure of experiencing both for the first time.  The capping ceremony was held on 

December 15th and not only were many graduating students capped – but we had 

some alumni participate as well.  Graduation was held the very next day and I had 

the honor of welcoming our new grads to the CCHS Alumni Association during 

the breakfast/awards ceremony. 

 Alumni Association Meetings:   Our final meeting of 2011 included the annual 

stocking stuffing for the Salvation Army.  We stuffed over 40 stockings for local 

children.   At the first meeting of 2012 we tried something new:  recognizing classes 

celebrating benchmark graduation anniversaries.  We honored the Class of 2007’s five 

year anniversary, with Jonathan Jackson, 2007 Rad Tech alum, as our guest speaker. 

(Jonathan Jackson also graduated in 2010 from Radiation Therapy.)   The Class of 

2002’s 10-year mark was spotlighted at the May 29th meeting.  The post holiday par-

ty turned into a spring garden party hosted by Alumni Association President Elect, 

Lee Callicutt Abbott (NUR ’63).  Rain may have kept alums out of the garden – but 

didn’t keep us from having a great time!

 Capping/Graduation/50th & 60th Year Reunions:  May is known for many 

exciting events for students and alumni at CCHS.  Spring capping was held on May 

3rd and it was a packed house!  Graduation was held the next day and included the 

reunions of the classes of 1952 and 1962.  

 Estate Planning:  A first time estate planning breakfast was held for alumni at the 

beautiful Duke Mansion on May 17th and sponsored by the Carolinas HealthCare 

Foundation.  Local “Super Attorney” Debra L. Foster spoke to the group, sharing 

valuable information on estate planning, living wills, healthcare powers of attorney, 

and much more.  Attendees were thrilled by how much they learned.

 I am anxiously looking forward to the alumni association meetings on August 

28th and November 13th with great speakers and topics, developing a CCHS Young 

Alumni Initiative, all while continuing to meet and chat with alumni to learn more 

about your interests and ideas.

aLuMNI RELatIONS uPDatE

Ruthie Mihal
Alumni Relations Coordinator

(1)  Debra Foster, “Super Lawyer” speaking at the alumni estate plan-

ning breakfast at the Duke Mansion on May 17.  (2) Kendall Haigh 

and Tiffany McArthur, along with some other CCHS alumni, stuffed 

stockings for the local Salvation Army at the Nov 2011 Alumni Meeting.  

(3)  Peggy Cherry and Ginny Cloer help with the alumni reception for 

graduating students held in March. (4)  Ellen Sheppard, Will Borders 

and Russell Johnson catch up at the alumni spring garden party. 

(5) Cathey Miller, Ginny Cloer, Mitzi Warfel, Garland Smith and 

Jonathan Jackson (with fiancé Amanda Self ) enjoy time together at the 

alumni spring garden party in April. 

1
2

3

4

5
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Ask nate huggins what has made him so successful and the answer 
comes quickly: “A passion for doing what truly matters.”  You hear that answer 
not just in his words. You see it in the way his face lights up and his eyes spar-
kle when he talks about his life’s work: owning and managing a non-residential 
adult care facility. You feel it in the enthusiasm and excitement in his voice. 
You need to spend just five minutes with Nate Huggins to know:  this is a man 
doing the right things for the right reasons, and loving every moment of it. 

He was young when his father died, leaving Betty Bovain, of St. Matthews, SC, 
to raise seven children alone. “Yet,” says Nate, “she never failed to bake a cake 
on each of our birthdays, nor to remind us daily that we were loved.” Nate, the 
oldest, was determined to set a good example for his younger siblings, and to 
make Betty proud. 

Huggins graduated from South Carolina State University, having worked 
throughout college, and joined the US Army as an officer with the Adjutant 
General’s Office. For 11 years he traveled throughout the US and Europe hon-
ing his management and leadership skills.  Then, back in civilian life, he and 
his wife, Vivian, and their children, Navondria and Demorio, moved from In-
dianapolis to Charlotte. Nate enrolled at Pfeiffer University and earned a Mas-
ter’s Degree in Business.  He’d always dreamed of owning his own business but 
wasn’t sure what kind of business it would be. He knew he wanted to make a 
difference, but he wasn’t sure how.  After much prayer and pondering, his call-
ing became clear – ministry through healthcare. In CCHS’s nursing program 
he discovered a special affinity for geriatrics. Nate graduated from CCHS in 
1996 and by the late 90s was talking to Matthews Township officials about the 
area’s need for a non-residential adult care facility. He learned of families who 
were giving up jobs and time with children to take care of aging loved ones. 
He learned of hospital discharges which left patients without a medical home 
or a primary care doctor.

2012 
DistinguisheD 

Alumnus 

nathaniel huggins, mBA, rn

The need resonated with Nate and Vivian and they embraced the 
challenge of Matthews civic leaders by opening Blessed Assurance 
Adult Day Care in a 2,400 square foot-storefront location. Col-
laboration with area churches, non-profit organizations, and civic 
organizations identified local residents who were underserved 
or not served. Caregivers were straightforward about what they 
wanted: an affordable alternative to long-term care, a program to 
promote their loved one’s limited independence and their own 
need for continued employment, a program that would support 
aging in place. Blessed Assurance was the answer for many, not 
just Alzheimer’s victims - their anticipated market - but also those 
dealing with ALS, cerebral palsy, Down’s Syndrome, multiple 
sclerosis, brain injury, diabetes, hypertension, autism, and other 
life-limiting maladies. Blessed Assurance has moved twice since 
its 1998 founding, each time doubling the square footage and the 
acreage for outdoor activities. Today the facility serves 60 adults 
from four counties. As the executive director, Huggins oversees 
the daily operations of the facility and manages its strategic 
growth, fundraising, and marketing initiatives. 

A strong senior advocate and perpetual volunteer, Nate is a 
member of the National, the North Carolina, and the Mecklen-
burg County Adult Day Care Associations (a founding member 
of the latter). He is a former board member of the Mecklenburg 
Parkinson’s Association, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Aging Coali-
tion, Mecklenburg County Home and Community Care Block 
Grant Committee, and Mecklenburg Area Resource Network. 
He currently serves on the Mecklenburg County Transportation 
Advisory Board, the Matthews and Mint Hill Chambers of Com-
merce, Matthews Special Needs Advisory Committee, Matthews 
Civitan Club, and is Chair of the Matthews Human Services 
Council. One wonders if his day holds more than 24 hours! 

Huggins has been recognized as a leader in the Matthews com-
munity, volunteering with the Matthews Alive Festival and 
serving as the Grand Marshal of the Matthews Alive Parade in 
recognition of his community service to senior adults. An article 
in the Charlotte Observer (Dec. 2010) quotes Nate, “As a com-
munity program trying to help people who can’t help themselves, 
we’ve been able to fulfill God’s purpose of serving our brothers 
and sisters in need.” In July, Nate and Blessed Assurance won 
Toyota’s competition for a van upfitted for special needs passen-
gers. Over one thousand organizations competed on the basis of 
what they are doing to make the world a better place! 

Carolinas College is proud to recognize Nate Huggins as its 2012 
Distinguished Alumnus. 

Nate Huggins, Nursing Class of 1996, is recognized by President Sheppard 

as the College’s 2012 Distinguished Alumnus
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2012 aLuMNI 
PHONE-a-tHON 
ExCEEDS GOaL

the 2012 phone-a-thon goals were optimis-
tic, particularly in the midst of a national 
economic recession . “yet,” reasoned a mem-
ber of the college’s development committee, 
“Our alumni are generous and they know 
how careful we are to spend their gifts only 
on things that make a difference in our 
students’ success . Plus, with most new col-
lege graduates out of work, ours are doing 
well, with 85% at work within six months 
of graduation .” So with cautious optimism, 
Ruthie Mihal, the 2012 phone-a-thon chair, 
set a historically high goal: $13,500 . when 
the dust settled after the three-day alumni 
fundraiser, not only was that goal met - but 
it was exceeded; student callers had raised 
$15,205 from generous alumni donors, a 
24% increase over the 2011 event .  Encour-
aged by a record number of student volun-
teers, Ruthie had ramped up the fun quo-
tient for students with bells to ring, faculty 
coaches on each hall, dinner each night, 
and prizes . Students had fun during breaks 
sharing stories of their phone interactions 
with alumni:  the trick kathy Bruce played 
on a student caller by not disclosing that 
she was on her cell phone at the college – 
just a few feet away from the student who 
was calling!  Or the alumnus’s spouse who 
so enjoyed talking to the student that she 
was invited to join them on vacation! Or the 
riveting stories about trips to torrence, sun-
bathing on the hospital roof, and “running 
the hospital” while still a student . Perhaps 
the best story was the student who thought 
she’d convinced an alumnus to make a sev-
eral-thousand-dollar gift . a follow up phone 
call uncovered that the alumnus thought 
the college had called to talk about repaying 
her student loan! 

CCHS has already begun identifying educa-
tional enhancements which alumni gifts will 
make possible . Current and future students’ 
success will be enhanced through your gifts 
to Carolinas College .  thank you!

Carolinas HealthCare System (CHS) owns a number of residential properties in the 
Dilworth neighborhood near Carolinas Medical Center. These include single homes, 
duplexes, and even two apartment buildings which have housed up to forty-five CCHS 
students, residents and interns since the 1970s. CHS makes its properties available to 
students at lower-than-market rent, but because CCHS enrolls primarily Charlotte-area 
students, CHS-owned homes have often remained vacant. Empty houses, however, are 
not good for a neighborhood; they’re viewed as a magnet for crime. In a brilliant and 
generous move, CHS volunteered to make the best use of these homes: Honors Housing 
for deserving students! Thus was born a new CHS/CCHS partnership and tradition. 

The CHS Honors Housing program provides free rent for a limited number of students 
who demonstrate highest standards of academic performance, leadership performance, 
and/or financial need. Any student from Carolinas College, Mercy School of Nursing, 
and the CHS Nurse Anesthesia program may apply. Says CCHS Dean Hampton Hop-
kins, “This program demonstrates the HealthCare System’s commitment to education, 
excellence, and student success. It’s a win-win for the System and for our students.” 

Alison Thornburg, one of just a few students awarded honors housing out of dozens 
of applicants, was delighted to be selected. Alison had been concerned about the stress 
of  being a single parent while enrolled in the nursing program at Carolinas College. 
“Honors housing will allow more time to concentrate on school and my family. It is a 
wonderful blessing for me and my daughter,” says Ms. Thornburg.

Postscript: As this issue goes to press, the College has learned that Dilworth’s Garden 
Terrace Apartments are being closed indefinitely for structural evaluation. To better ac-
commodate the increased need for student housing, the Honors Housing Program will 
not accept new applications for 2012 or 2013.        

honors 
housing

A new 
CCHS 
tradition
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The Maternal-Neonatal Nursing Course recently purchased a model as a result of the generous 
phone-a-thon contribution from Sara Munday, (NUR ’05). The model allows students to practice 
palpating a pregnant abdomen “blindly” to determine the position of the fetus and then allows them 
to remove the external covering to see if they were correct. 

“I really loved the time I spent at CCHS,” says Sara.  “I feel I received the best nursing education 
possible. After graduation, and becoming a lactation educator, I realized that if I could change or im-
prove anything, it would have been more breastfeeding education in the maternity class. Fortunately, 
I found myself able to volunteer, and Karen Miller accepted my offer. I have made an effort to give 

Alumni Gifts That Keep On Giving

Maternal Neonatal Nursing Instructor Karen Miller

demonstrates features of the new model to her students.

back to the school financially as well, since the education 
I received is the reason I can work in such a great field. 
I designated last year’s phone-a-thon gift to maternity 
education because that is now the specialty I work in. I 
want to ensure more great nurses coming from my school 
in the future.”

Sara, an International Board Certified Lactation Consul-
tant (IBCLC) graciously contributes an hour every seven 
weeks to teach intermediate students about assisting new 
moms with the initiation of breastfeeding. 

Thank you, Sara!

Monetary gifts may be 

restricted for use for a 

particular program if they are 

at least $200 or if they are 

being donated to an 

existing fund, such as 

a named scholarship fund.

Dear Kathy Bruce “Core Values” Scholarship Committee:

I am absolutely thrilled to be the recipient of the 2011-2012 Kathy Bruce 

“Core Values” Scholarship. These funds will be put to good use as I 

complete my final nursing course and prepare for the NCLEX.

My experiences at Carolinas College of Health Sciences have 

been challenging and life outside of academia tries to compound 

the challenge in many ways. As a single father of two wonderful 

boys, one of the greatest hurdles in my path has been maintaining 

my household. Be assured, the financial assistance you have pro-

vided greatly enhances my ability to focus on the school tasks at 

hand while maintaining my practice of commitment, caring, integrity 

and teamwork.

Sincerely,

Dear Millroy Scholarship Donors,

First, let 
me just say THANK YOU! I was so excited to find out that I was 

the re
cipient of th

is scholarship that I was momentarily speechless. (If y
ou 

knew me, you’d know that is a rare occurrence.) Being a wife and mother 
of 

three c
hildren, you can imagine the p

ressures of also being a student. Thanks 

to your generosity, my financial obligations have been lightened, allowing me to 

focus on more important things, such as academia and family.

I have always lived by the p
hilosophy that I should leave the

 world a better 

place  than how I found it. I b
elieve t

hat the M
illroy Scholarship is an excellent 

example of th
is concept. I am looking forward to one day being able to a

ssist, 

encourage, and inspire future students in achieving their 
goals the w

ay you 

have aided me. You
 have placed a HUGE smile on this radiologic technology 

student’s face. I will make sure to s
hare it w

ith eve
ryone I encounter. Thank 

you again.

   
 

Sincerely,
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Graduates excel on 
Professional exams 

CCHS students continue to excel in 

the most time-honored benchmark 

of excellence in health care educa-

tion: first time pass rates on registry 

and certification exams. 

Of students who graduated from 

a CCHS for-credit program in 2011 

and took their licensure exam in that 

same year, 100% passed that exam 

on the first attempt.

 

2012 marked the first year CCHS 

Surgical technology graduates were 

required to take the professional 

certification exam. Though two were 

not successful, netting the program 

a respectable 91% first time pass 

rate, that greatly exceeded the national average 

pass rate of 53%, earning the program a national 

certificate of merit.  

One graduate from the Medical Laboratory Sci-

ence program achieved the top score of all uS 

examinees from hospital-based programs . For 

the 7th straight year, 100% of spring 2012 MLS 

graduates passed the ASCP Board of Certification 

on the first attempt. 

2012 Radiologic technologist grads beat the na-

tional mean scaled score by 5 .2 points and again 

achieved a 100% first time pass rate for the class.  

Nurse assistant students achieved a pass rate 

10% higher than the state-wide average, with the 

skills performance portion exceeding the NC aver-

age by 29% .  

Non-Credit completers excelled as well . CCHS 

Phlebotomy students had a 97% completion rate 

in 2011 with 100% of those attempting the aSCP 

Board of Certification exam passing on first try. 

the graduates’ program mean scaled score of 664 

compared very favorably to the national mean of 

524 .

 

with graduates rocking their national exams to 

this degree, it’s no surprise CCHS is rated #1 .  

Four Become 

CRNAs 
Some students attend CCHS knowing 
their career goal is nurse anesthesia. Oth-
ers discover that after years of working in 
health care. Within Carolinas HealthCare 
System, nurse anesthetists have among 
the highest job satisfaction. Said Tiffany 
McArthur, CCHS alum (’06) and recent 
graduate of the CRNA program, “For 
me, becoming a CRNA was a natural 
extension of my love of science, nurs-
ing and patient care. The high level of 
responsibility and autonomy enjoyed by 
nurse anesthetists may be intimidating to 
some, but from the first time I observed 
a CRNA at work, I knew that was my 
ultimate RN career goal.” In December 
2011, four additional Carolinas College 
alumni completed the CMC/UNCC pro-
gram and joined the ranks of these highly 
regarded professionals.  

Sarah Jacob Sheets, 
CCHS (EMS) ’05  

Tiffany Christopher 
McArthur, CCHS ’06

Bernadette Dorney 
Johnson, CCHS ’04

Emra McAlexander Hopkins, 
CCHS ’97
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The four Medical Lab Science students who began their CCHS program 
in January, 2011, met all the college’s definitions of success. By March, 
2012 all four had completed their program successfully. In higher educa-
tion, that’s known as 100% graduation rate, and it’s a rare phenomenon. 
But they didn’t stop there. Within a week of program completion, they’d 
all passed their national registry exam on first writing. In allied health 
education, that’s known as 100% first time pass rate. Another rare oc-

SuCCeSSFul iN All wAyS! 

Kimberly Varvel and 

Brittany Stanley
Jennifer Autry and 

Hollie Wheeler

For 11 years, as part of its community outreach, Phi Theta Kap-
pa (PTK), CCHS’s honor society, has sponsored blood drives 
for The Community Blood Center of the Carolinas (CBCC).  
CBCC is an independent, locally-managed, non-profit com-
munity blood center which is part of Americas Blood Centers, a 
group of 76 independent blood centers that supplies 50 percent 
of the country’s blood.  Our Carolinas Center is a collabora-
tive effort of  five healthcare systems, and serves 16 counties in 
NC and 3 in SC. It is the primary blood supplier to the region’s 
patients and hospitals. 

In 2011, CCHS students and staff donated enough blood to 
save 138 lives. Due to this success, the college is hosting three 
drives in 2012. The first was in January, when 21 pints were 
collected. The final drive, scheduled in October, is expected to 
set a record. Blood drives are open to CCHS alumni, too!  To 
participate, contact Cathey Miller, co-advisor of PTK, at: 
Cathey.miller@CarolinasHealthcare.org.  

currence. And they didn’t just pass - they passed with outstanding scores. 
In fact, one MLS graduate brought home the best score in the nation 
among hospital-based schools. And that’s still not all. All four of these 
amazing ladies received job offers immediately and today three of the 
four are happily enriching the workforce of the CHS Medical Lab Net-
work; one accepted a job in her home town.  

PTK & CCHS Continue a Life Saving Tradition

MlS 
ClASS 

Nursing student Sarah Ford was one of many who donated 

blood at the January CCHS/PTK blood drive. 
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Nine months of hard work and persistence paid off in June, when 17 
learners became the first graduating class of Carolinas College of Health 
Sciences’ Anesthesia Technician program.  

“This program will make a big difference for me,” said graduate Cynthia 
Leckey.  “I have been an anesthesia tech for 6 years and with this training 
I now have a much better understanding of how what I do fits into the 
operating room.  I can participate more.”  Graduate Ola Willingham 
agrees. “Before this class, when there was an emergency, I did not know 
what to do to help.  Now I can be a better member of the OR team.”

This program, the first of its kind in North Carolina, creates a career 
pathway for anesthesia technicians.  It is the result of a partnership 
between CCHS, North Seattle Community College (NSCC), and the 
Competitive Workforce Alliance Allied Health Regional Skills Partner-
ship (RSP), a 16-county workforce development collaboration designed 
to prepare a robust allied health workforce. “Our healthcare system 
faced a high turnover rate in this position,” said Ellen Sheppard, 
President of CCHS, “which adds to healthcare costs and makes the  
workload of other operating room personnel more difficult. Also, it 
was an entry-level position that required no prior training and had few 
meaningful career advancement opportunities. Now, anesthesia techs  
  are able to earn a certification 

that increases their skills and 
wages.”  

“This project is exactly what 
the Regional Skills Partner-
ship was created to develop,” 
said David Hollars, Execu-
tive Director of Centralina 
Workforce Development 
Board, which sponsors the 
RSP.  The RSP provided 
$22,000 to CCHS to help 
fund the development 
of the training program.  
“We have helped an 
employer meet a need 
and given these workers 
greater skills.”    

17 Graduate 
from Pilot allied 
HealtH ProGram

Graduating Anesthesia Technicians link hands to symbolize 
their shared accomplishment.

Diane Blanchfield, Director of Anesthesia Services for Carolinas Medi-
cal Center and Carolinas Medical Center-Mercy, says this program will 
cut costs and improve patient care. “With this training, doctors and 
nurse anesthetists can confidently delegate some lower level responsi-
bilities and focus their attention on work only they can do, work that 
ensures high levels of patient safety and quality outcomes. This will 
also cut costs by reducing turnover time in the OR, and improve job 
satisfaction of our nurse anesthetists.”

The pilot training program is the first of its kind in North and South 
Carolina, and one of only five in the country. North Seattle Com-
munity College in Washington had started the program with federal 
dollars, but did not have a qualified instructor. “We had an instructor 
(CCHS alumnus CJ Duran, NUR ’06) but needed a curriculum. It was 
amazing how it all came together,” Sheppard said. “We were able to 
work together to create an on-line curriculum that trained students in 
both communities.”   Developed as a continuing education program to 
launch it more quickly, the curriculum will be made available later this 
year to any college or university in North Carolina at no cost, per terms 
of the RSP grant contract. “We are happy to give back to the state what 
we’ve learned and developed.” Two more CCHS alumni were invaluable 
to the program. CRNA Kris Earle (CCHS NUR ’96) was part of the 
original team that advocated for the program, recruited students, and 
provided valuable reinforcement of the content, and Ginger Walker (RT 
’76), a CCHS board member, conferred the certificates upon the new 
graduates!

The June graduation ceremony was a special event for the 17 program completers.         
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     Each spring, in conjunction with 
May graduation, CCHS recognizes the classes 
celebrating their 50th and 60th anniversaries of 
graduating from Charlotte Memorial Hospital.  
This year, members of the classes of 1952 and 1962 reunited on May 4th and 5th for 

their reunion activities.  Alumni were honored at the CCHS graduation ceremony 
held at Pritchard Memorial Baptist Church.  During the ceremony, each alumnus was 
recognized individually and presented a certificate and commemorative pin.  
After the ceremony, the group headed back to the hotel for a special dinner and great 
conversation!

The festivities continued the following morning with a brunch at CMC, a presenta-
tion by CMC Nursing Administration (Russell Tremblay ’04) about the history of the 
hospital, and tours.  The group was then shuttled back to CCHS to tour the school 
and reminisce over the memorabilia on display.  

Celebrating the classes of 1952 and 1962

While CCHS formally organizes a reunion for the classes celebrating their 50th 
and 60th anniversaries each May – many classes meet annually for their own class 
reunion.  Does your class have a reunion planned?  Contact Ruthie Mihal, alumni 
relations coordinator at (704) 609-1542 or Ruth.Mihal@CarolinasHeathcare.org, to 
arrange for a photo to be taken for the next alumni newsletter. 

top photo:  First Row (l to r):  Carolyn Morgan Talley (’52), 

Marilyn Lee Hathcock (’62), Brenda West (’62), Dorothy Stout 

Hayes (’62), Helen McMichael Hester (’52).  Second Row:  

Peggy Harrill Cherry (’62), Jean Johnstone Matthews (’62), 

Peggy Phillips Burdiss (’62), Sue Owens Black (’62), 

Mary Early Watson (’62), Mary Heustess Rogg (’62).

Center photo:  June Lashmit Booth (NUR ’57) in her 

ORIGINAL nursing uniform, greeting Marilyn Lee Hathcock 

before the reunion brunch.

Bottom photo:  Dorothy’s turn to be recognized during the 

graduation ceremony.
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Joy Godwin, receptionist extraordinaire and 

longtime SGA advisor for Carolinas College, 

was honored by Carolinas HealthCare System 

for her 2011 community service. Joy, a 15-year 

employee of CHS, is treasured for the smile and 

warm greeting she shares with all who visit the 

college.  Her gifts do not stop there, nor does her 

giving. For the past seven years Joy has organized 

the annual CCHS Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, 

the college’s gift to Carolinas Healthcare System 

employees. Held on the annual national celebra-

tion of King’s birthday, this lunch event draws 

regional talent to focus attention on the struggles 

and accomplishments of this international hero. 

A tradition within the healthcare system, the 

event sells out within days of its announcement 

each year. The event is so well respected that it 

will be a cornerstone of CHS’s 2012 systemwide 

celebration of Martin Luther King, Jr., Day. Joy 

Classes Reunite!  
1.  The class of 1955 had a first time 

attendee at this year’s annual reunion… 

Barbara Sieving Rosemon was able 

to attend and it was the first time her 

classmates had seen her in 57 years!  

Seated: Carolyn Long McCoy, Hilda 

Carpenter Elliott; Standing:  Betty 

Patterson Masters, Nancy Coffey Haas, 

Becky Killian Sigmon, Libby Stinson 

Patterson, Katie McArthur Clery, 

Barbara Sieving Rosemon. 

2.  The class of 1958 reunites every spring 

– this year at the Drury Inn and Suites.  

Those able to attend included:  

First row (l to r):  Kathy May Bench, 

Joy Godwin (left) is honored by Carol Lovin, CHS 

Senior Vice President, for her Community Service.

1

     friends 
 forever  

Edee Poston Larsen, Jo Ann Fulk Cash, 

Chris Gibson Nance;  Second row (l to r):  Ellen 

Sheppard, Margaret Joyce Harmon, Naomi File Carrick, 

Alva Goodman Sells, Louise Long Cashion, Jeanette 

Blount Williams, Lucy Long Miller, and Ruthie Mihal.

3.  Class of 1963 classmates enjoyed a reunion lunch, but are 

particularly excited about their upcoming 50th anniversary 

celebration in May 2013!  Seated on left:  Louise Beeson Biby 

and Carolyn Caskey Rotman.  Seated on right:  Karen Abernathy 

Burris and Jayne Upton Hoover.

Godwin Recognized for Community Service is also very involved in Christian outreach. This 

fall she’ll participate in her 20th medical mission 

trip to Guatemala, 19 of which she has led. Joy 

also assists her husband David with his full-time 

community service: Christians Uniting People, 

a non-profit, non-denominational organization 

providing goods and services for those in crisis. 

Joy was also an inaugural recipient of the CHS 

Pinnacle Award, the System’s highest recognition 

of personal excellence. 

All of these gifts brought her to the attention of 

the Carolinas HealthCare System’s Corporate/

Community Relations Division, whose commu-

nity outreach is broad and deep. Joy was honored 

by CHS at a Charlotte Knights ballgame at which 

she was invited to throw out the first ball, and 

was honored by Carol Lovin, CHS Senior Vice 

President, for her community contributions. Way 

to go Joy!  CCHS is so proud of you and honored 

that you call CCHS your professional home.
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CCHS Alumni are known for giving. And giving. And 
more giving! They give generously of their time and 
talents. They share spiritually, financially, and intellec-
tually. The stories are countless; here are a few. 

1.  Anita Bishop (NUR ’96) is employed doing what used to be called 
parish nursing. Today it’s called faith-based nursing and she’s fortunate to 
be affiliated with a church with enough resources to afford a professional 
nurse. Thus, she’s able to minister to the healthcare needs of the church 
members. Twice in the past year she’s returned to CCHS to talk about her 
work - once to students, once to alumni. 

2.  Stacey Sheasby Holman (NUR ’10) and Maggie Hield (SON ’03) gave 
back by speaking to a CCHS Radiation Therapy class last fall, providing a 
glimpse into what happens in chemotherapy.  Maggie shared basics of 
chemotherapy treatment and Stacey presented a case that commonly 
involves both radiation and chemotherapy, walking students through the 
same education session she would provide to the patient. Students also 
participated in a hands-on activity of accessing a port. 

3.  Sara Munday (NUR ’05), a certified lactation specialist, takes her 
own personal time several times a year to visit CCHS and talk to nursing 
students about breast feeding. A passionate advocate for the health benefits 
of breast feeding, she also teaches students how to help new mothers who 
want to breast feed or who are struggling with the decision. Sara’s also been 
an active leader in the CCHS Alumni Association.  

4.  The 2012 Science Fair was a significant event for NC, as the state is en-
couraging high school students to excel in science, technology, engineering, 
and math. CCHS participated in Charlotte’s science fairs, but was unable 
to send a representative to the appreciation reception hosted by Governor 
Perdue’s spouse, “First Gentleman” Bob Eaves. An invitation went to all 
alumni in the Raleigh area and Sue Jones (NUR ’67) was the first to re-
spond. Her visit to the Governor’s Mansion as a CCHS representative was, 
she said, “interesting and exciting.”       

5.  Jonathan Jackson (RT ’07, RTT ’10) answered CCHS’s request to speak 
at the alumni association quarterly meeting. The group found his presenta-
tion about “Life after CCHS in 21st century” interesting and fun, and they 
learned much about allied health and imaging professions.   

6 & 7.  Lindsey Hrichak (MLS ’10) and Joey Pham (MLS ’07) visit the 
Medical Laboratory Science classes to help students understand the com-
plexities of the lab work they do as well as tips about successfully navigat-
ing a large and complex medical lab. 

8.  Anna Willard (NUR ‘10) has been sharing her time and talents with 
CCHS students, principally those in the final nursing class, since before 
she graduated. She leads tutoring and review sessions and is greatly ap-
preciated for her patience, her calm and warm demeanor, her knowledge 
of nursing theory and process, and her ability to connect with students. 
In January Dr. Sheppard and Nancy Watkins presented a certificate of ap-
preciation to Anna for the hours she’s contributed. 

1
2

3
4

5

6

8

7
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The delivery of safe, high quality Critical Care Services is rapidly becoming 
one of the greatest challenges facing hospitals today.  Intensive care beds 
account for 10% of total inpatient beds, 40% of total hospital drug spend-
ing and 30% of total hospital costs in the United States.  More than half of 
those beds are located in small hospitals.  The ability to deliver consistent, 
high quality critical care services, regardless of location, presents an ongo-
ing challenge.  Most urban facilities are at or near capacity for critical care 
beds, while regional beds are often underutilized.  Ineffective bed utilization 
results in unnecessary ICU bed days and transports.  In addition, the aging 
and increasingly “polychronic” population will have a significant impact on 
utilization of critical care services in the near future.  New and evolving 
payment models (“pay for performance”) will increasingly reward value 
over volume.  

Along with these external factors impacting the delivery of critical care 
services, there is a looming shortage of intensivist physicians.  Research 
confirming the value of intensivists in the ICU is clear.  Numer-
ous studies have shown reduction in mortality rates in intensivist-
managed ICUs ranging from 15% to 60%.  A 2006 HealthGrades 
Study revealed a 12% drop in mortality rates among hospitals 
employing intensivists.  Despite the evidence, however, only about 
one-third of ICU beds in the US are managed by an intensivist.  
(Meyers, Susan; Trustee Magazine, December 2009.) 

Despite the evidence in support of intensivists, recruiting them presents a signifi-
cant challenge, especially in smaller facilities.  There are approximately six thousand 
practicing intensivists in the US today, but more than 4 times that number would be 
required to meet the Leapfrog standard of providing around-the-clock coverage for 
the more than seven thousand ICUs nationwide.   

In response to these challenges, Carolinas HealthCare System has endeavored to 
develop and implement innovative systems and processes to provide high quality, 
patient-focused care while eliminating waste and duplication.  This system-wide ini-
tiative, led by Dr. Scott Lindblom, Medical Director, and Colleen Hole, AVP, CHS 
Critical Care Services, is in alignment with the CHS Strategic Priorities of Clinical 
Integration and Differentiable Quality.  The list below represents the distinct, but 
very integrated areas of focus for this initiative.  While the various aspects of this 
work will be happening simultaneously, it is significant to note that a foundation 
of shared vision and leadership is essential in order for all the other elements to 
work in synchrony.

This initiative will be largely supported by the implementation of virtual care 
technology, sometimes referred to as remote ICU monitoring or tele-ICU.  

V IRTUAL HEALTH CARE: 
    Has Its Time Come?

Virtual care in the ICU has 
been successfully implemented 
in many organizations to provide 24/7 proactive 

surveillance of patients, monitor adherence to evi-
dence-based protocols, and leverage increasingly lim-
ited intensivist resources to improve quality outcomes.  
This technology is a tool to enhance the provision and 
coordination of critical care services throughout CHS.  
Some of the benefits of virtual care include:

•  Leveraging expertise of a limited number of 
intensivists

•  Supporting care of critically ill patients in com-
munity hospitals

•  Supporting less-experienced clinical staff
•  Assuring adherence to evidence-based standards 

of care
•  Facilitating quality data collection, reporting and 

benchmarking
•  Supporting proactive vs. reactive interventions

– Colleen Hole, BSN, MHA, NEA-BC
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•  Improving clinical outcomes (mortality, complications, length of stay)
•  Increasing collaboration among caregivers

 “Tele-ICU” was first described in 1982 by Grundy and colleagues in an 
article entitled “Telemedicine in critical care: Problems in design, imple-
mentation, and assessment” published in Critical Care Medicine.  The 
technology has evolved into the use of continuous monitoring and shar-
ing of information between the bedside and a monitoring center, with 

two-way interactive audio-video technology to link remote critical care 
clinicians and patients in geographically separated ICUs. Telemedicine or 
“Virtual Care” has the potential to significantly impact the care of criti-
cally ill patients.  

In a pilot study in four critical care units at Johns Hopkins, published in 
the Journal of Critical Care Medicine, mortality rates dropped up to 68%, 
complications by up to 50%, length of stay by up to 34% and costs by 
up to 36%. According to Todd Dorman, M.D., an author of the paper 

and an associate professor of anesthesiology and critical care medicine 
at Hopkins, “Hospitals can’t afford to be without full-time critical 

care, as complications can increase a patient’s hospital bill by 
an average of $14,000, and an adverse drug event can add 
as much as $27,000. Intervening in any way to prevent 
complications can lower a patient’s risk of an adverse event 
by 2 to 7%, he says. In this study, remote monitoring 

lowered the risk by 10%.

Several programs have demonstrated improved outcomes us-
ing tele-ICU in monitoring and implementing specific “best practice” 

guidelines. A pilot program at Baptist Health in Little 
Rock, Arkansas, demonstrated a 30% reduction in ICU 
length of stay, with an estimated cost savings of nearly 
$3 million. Tele-ICU systems have been incorporated 
into other programs of standardized “best practice” care, 

including sedation/analgesia/delirium practice and blood transfusion 
policy. Such innovative programs demonstrate the potential role of 
a coordinated tele-ICU in systematic process improvement for large 
populations of patients in ICUs at multiple sites.

While several organizations throughout the country have implement-
ed remote monitoring or telemedicine to care for patients, Carolinas 
HealthCare System is leading the way in using this technology to 
enhance the delivery of critical care services across a large, complex, 
geographically disperse healthcare enterprise.  It is anticipated that 
this initiative will provide opportunity for CHS to achieve national 
distinction for the provision of critical care services.  

Guided by the CHS CRITICAL CARE VISION STATEMENT… 
To achieve national distinction for the provision and coordination of Critical 
Care Services through leadership, technology, education and research as evi-
denced by outstanding patient care, clinical quality and operational outcomes.

Colleen Hole, BSN, MHA, NEA-BC
As Assistant Vice President for Critical Care for Carolinas HealthCare 

System, Colleen shares the responsibility for developing the critical care service 

line throughout CHS.  Prior to assuming this role, she was a director with 

the CHS Management Company, where she helped develop CHS’s clinical 

integration strategy. Colleen has held several nurse leader positions, most recently 

as administrative director of patient care services at CMC-Northeast. Her 

clinical nursing experience has been primarily in critical care and obstetrics. 

She’s also been a consultant and speaker on organizational culture including 

communication, change management, and teamwork. 

 

Colleen received both her bachelors and masters degrees from UNC Charlotte, 

and began her nursing career at Charlotte Memorial Hospital in 1984.  She 

was a 2008 recipient of the North Carolina Great 100 award and is ANCC 

certified as a Nurse Executive, Advanced. She grew up in West Virginia and 

Ohio, but has lived in North Carolina since 1980.

CCHS is partnering with the North Carolina Nursing History website 
(www .NursingHistory .appstate .edu) .  this is an online resource 
about the history of nursing in the state of North Carolina .  Charlotte 
Memorial Hospital School of Nursing has played a huge role in our 
state’s history and we want our stories to be told – and who better to 
tell those stories than our amazing alumni?  

this is a wonderful opportunity that aNy alumnus can participate 
in .  we hope to collect as many oral histories as possible .  If you are 
interested in sharing your story, helping to interview alumni or editing 
their recordings, please contact Ruthie Mihal at (704) 609-1542 or 
Ruth.Mihal@CarolinasHealthCare.org.  

Let’s make history!
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Paris in the Springtime! 
CCHS joins with Mercy School of Nursing for a shared 2013 alumni adventure. 
Our 10-day tour starts in Paris, heads through the lush Loire Valley, pauses on the 
Normandy Coast, visits Mont St. Michel, then returns to Paris. We’ll honor our 
US veterans at Omaha Beach, explore Loire Chateaux, and fall in love with Paris 
in the springtime! Open to alumni, friends, and family but space is limited. Tour 
departs April 12, 2013, and includes:

•  Round trip air transportation with major airline and all transfers
•  24/7 services of professional tour director
•  Licensed local guides
•  Deluxe private motorcoach
•  Accommodations in well-located hotels
•  All hotel service charges, tips, baggage handling & local taxes
•  Huge buffet breakfast daily; 4 three-course dinners w/ beverages
•  Guided sightseeing and entrance fees to many sights
•  For details: www.CCHS-MSONAlumni.GroupToursite.com or call 800-

438-7672 & select option 2. Say you’re calling about the April 12 CCHS 
alumni trip to Paris. 

• Questions?  Call Ruthie:  704.609.1542

“I love history,” said Cathy Parris, Class of 
2005. “Let’s go somewhere rich in world his-
tory.” Her wish came true with the CCHS 

2012 trip to Turkey! Travelers trod streets where 
the disciple Paul had preached to Ephesians, 
walked quietly through the tiny home where the 
Virgin Mary lived out her final years, wandered 
through Troy and past a model of the iconic 
Trojan Horse, and sailed past the hospital on 
the Bosphorus where Florence Nightingale 
tended to the Crimean War’s victims. Those not 
so attuned to history loved the spas (a chance 
to dip a toe in thermal waters where Cleopatra 
bathed), Istanbul’s exotic spice markets and 
bazaars, watching silk oriental carpets being wo-
ven, and even saw the latest James Bond movie 
being filmed. Observed Tenecia Jackson, NUR 
2005, as she boarded her return flight to Texas, 
“I’m ready to go again. Just let me know where 
we’re headed next year.”  

Above:  Karen Robinson, 

Kathleen Ross, and Tenecia 

Jackson with the Blue 

Mosque and the Bosphorus 

Bay in the background. 

Right:  The 2012 Travel 

group in Ephesus, site of 

ancient Greek - then Roman 

– civilizations.

Turkey:  Our 2012 Trip
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Alumnus 
Attends 
Inauguration 
on Behalf of 
CCHS
 Anita Bishop (NUR ’96) represented CCHS at the 

inauguration of Dr. Nathaniel Bishop, newly inaugu-

rated president of Jefferson College of Health Sciences

Dear Donors,

I am writing to you to express my gratitude to you for making the 

Charles Mauney Scholarship possible. I am thrilled to be selected 

for this honor and I am very thankful for your support. As a current 

Medical Laboratory Science student at Carolinas College of Health 

Sciences, I am experiencing a very difficult schedule of studying, 

work, and many other life considerations. The financial assistance 

you provided will be helpful in allowing me to focus more on school.

Thank you again for your support. I promise to work hard, and maybe 

one day give back to help future students achieve their goal just as 

you helped me.

Sincerely,

It’s a tradition in higher education to inaugurate a new college president with much 
fanfare and to invite other college presidents to attend. Distance, cost, and schedules 
make it impossible for Dr. Sheppard to attend most of these events, but when possible, 
the invitation is shared with alumni in the area. Alumni nearly always report back that the 
pomp and circumstance of the events are breathtaking and memorable. 

On September 23, 2011, Anita Bishop (NUR ’96) was able to represent CCHS as a 
delegate at the inauguration for Dr. Nathaniel L. Bishop, the new president of Jefferson 
College of Health Sciences in Roanoke, Virginia. Also attending were delegates from other 
academic institutions, along with JCHS faculty, staff, students and executives of Carilion 

Clinic. Following the inauguration, an afternoon 
and then another evening reception were held 
honoring Dr. Bishop, to which delegates were 
invited. Said Anita of the activities, “Throughout 
the events, my name tag was frequently noticed, 
as an alumnus of CCHS. I proudly accepted 
many compliments regarding CCHS, whose 
stellar reputation expands much farther than our 
local and state area and I was very honored to 
represent my Alma Mater.” 

Dear Donors of the Kathleen Revel Scholarship

I am writing this letter to show my appreciation of this award. After 1 received this 

letter 1 was intrigued about Kathleen Revel and decided to research her. I was hon-

ored to know that 1’d earned a scholarship named after a woman that actually went 

to this school. She also attended college using scholarship awards. I am originally 

from the Washington, DC area, so I was excited that she had also worked at Johns 

Hopkins Hospital. Kathleen Revel took her talents to the Air Force, where she trained 

flight nurses. She accomplished all of this before becoming a doctor at age 37.1 am 

privileged and honored to accept a scholarship in the name of Dr. Kathleen Revel. I 

can only hope that I have a career that will reach as many as she has. Again, to 

the donors of this wonderful scholarship and the deciding committee, thank you. I 

look forward to the Scholarship Reception being held in honor of all of the recipients. 

I am truly grateful.                   Sincerely,
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Connections typically focuses on alumni whose loss we mourn, but this tribute is to Suzanne 
Hill Freeman, who passed away May 26, 2012. Though not a CCHS alumnus, it was 
Suzanne who championed and authorized the feasilibity study which led to the 1990 creation 
of CHMA School of Nursing – today’s Carolinas College of Health Sciences.   

Suzanne was born March 15, 1953, in Lexington, NC, a daughter of Gene and Sue Hill of 
Pinnacle, NC, and was raised in Winston-Salem. The oldest of five children in a very spiritual 
family, her life’s path was forged early. She often played nurse as a child, and in her games was 
always in charge! As a teen, she worked as a nursing assistant and quickly realized that nursing 
had the combination she sought in a career:  caring for others, being part of a purposeful team, 
and the ability to make life-affecting decisions. Suzanne graduated from UNC Charlotte’s 
School of Nursing in 1975 and later earned an MBA from what is now Queens University. 

She married John Freeman in 1975 in Charlotte and they raised three children who were her 
pride and joy. She rounded out a full home life in the church where she taught Sunday school 
and Confirmation classes. Suzanne began her nursing career when she was hired by CCHS 
alumnus Nancy Murray (NUR 1954) as a Charlotte Memorial Hospital staff nurse. As she grew 
as a leader, her responsibilities increased; within six months she held a departmental leadership 
position. She rose through the ranks to become chief nurse executive, then vice president. In 
2000, she was named president of Carolinas Medical Center, one of the few female hospital 
CEOs in the nation, and one of even fewer RN’s to rise to that level of executive leadership.   

Freeman authorized a 1988 the study which recommended the re-creation of  a Charlotte 
Memorial-owned school of nursing. That school opened in 1990 as the CHMA School of 
Nursing, becoming Carolinas College of Health Sciences in 1995 when allied health programs 
were added. Suzanne served on the CCHS Board of Directors for years, providing thoughtful 
and wise counsel – always with grace and a touch of humor. She was the college’s inaugural 
graduation speaker in 1992, and performed the duty (one of her favorites!) again in 2006. 

Ms. Freeman faced the 2010 diagnosis of multiple myeloma with courage and resolve, 
undergoing stem cell transplant and chemotherapy at the Mayo Clinic in 2011. Despite an 
initially positive prognosis and returning to work part time, she left on medical leave in early 
2012. Said Suzanne, “Even with a rearview mirror, I would not have made any different 
decisions. I believe I have had the best treatment known.”

During her much acclaimed career, Suzanne Freeman inspired and mentored a legion of 
excellent nurses and hospital leaders. The legacy she leaves is of commitment to the highest 
level of caring and quality. To memorialize her impact within Carolinas Medical Center, the 
CMC Auditorium is now named the Suzanne Hill Freeman Auditorium in her memory.  Her 
impact will ripple throughout time. 

Rest in peace, Suzanne Hill Freeman. 

Rest in peace,      Suzanne Hill Freeman

In Memoriam
Class of 1947
Carolyn Lagle Hendricks, NUR
Louise Foglia Hill, NUR

Class of 1948 
Vonetta Clanton Abraham, NUR 
Louise Wilson Burroughs, NUR

Class of 1950
Martha Matthews Buchanan, NUR
Carmen Cook Henderson, NUR
Vera Long Nunnery, NUR
Roma Saunders Romanowsky, NUR
Dorothy Camp Smith, NUR

Class of 1951
Ethel Louise “Mossy” Moss Ansley, NUR
Catherine Cook Bennington, NUR
Kathryn “Lazelle” Lombard Vielle, NUR

Class of 1955
Ruth Vaughn Pugh, NUR

Class of 1956
Lucille Mae Smith Beane, NUR

Class of 1959
Lenna “Kate” Greene Greer, NUR

Class of 1998
Jackie Hartfield Coleman, ST

Class of 2002 
Melinda Bynum, NUR
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If there is news you’d like to share with classmates, please send that via our website:
www.CarolinasCollege.edu/AlumniandFriends/StayinginTouch, 
or to ruth.mihal@carolinashealthcare.org . 

High quality photos (digital only) are terrific and will be printed if space allows.  

Class Of 1947
Carrie Hartsell Campbell, NUR, celebrated 
her 90th birthday July 7th.

Class Of 1948
Audrey Martin ewing, 
NUR, lives in the country 
with her cocker spaniel 
and is active in church.  
Audrey’s husband passed 
away in 2011.

Class Of 1950
Frances Bass White, 
NUR, reports that “surgery 
went very well.  The UNC 
system in Chapel Hill 
could not have been nicer.”

Class Of 1951
eunice “Sooky” Hoffman, 
NUR, had not planned to 
go on medical missions any-
more since deciding not to renew her nursing 

license, but found she could go as a scrub tech.  
Said Sooky, “Went to Las Matas de Farfan, 
Dominican Republic in September 2011.  We 
only had one surgeon but in 8 days we did 40 
major surgeries and 43 minor surgeries.  Major 
surgery there is harder, longer, and more risky 
than in US.”  She may even go again next year!

Class Of 1952
Carolyn Morgan talley, NUR, lost her hus-
band, Jack, in January.

Class Of 1961
Anita Harris taft, NUR, and husband Don 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on 
June 10th.

Class Of 1965
eleanor Connor Buckingham, NUR, is re-
tired, loving life with her husband, enjoying six 
grandsons, caring for her 96-year-old mother, 
and hoping to connect with classmates.  (Call 

Pat Lewis, at the college, 
704.355.2029, for contact 
information.)

Class Of 1967
Sue Hege Jones, NUR, 
represented CCHS at a 
reception at the Executive 
Mansion hosted by NC 
Governor Beverly Perdue.  

Class Of 1975
Janice McNeely Morrison, 
MLS, has been a certified 
residential real estate ap-
praiser since 1985.

Class Of 1976
Cathey Miller, RT, completed a master’s degree 

from Nova Southeastern University.

Class Of 1985
Barb Penny, MLS, clinical chemistry instruc-
tor for the Medical Technology program until 
1992, retired from her position in the CHS 
Laboratory Information Systems department 
in November 2011.

Class Of 1990
Julie J., MLS, (see story, page 33) is a full-time 
missionary with the Orlando-based The Jesus 
Film Project. She traveled extensively in 2010, 
recording translations of The Jesus Film in East 
Africa and East Asia. This year she’ll coordi-
nate the translation process for the organiza-
tion’s South and East Africa Project Manage-
ment teams.  

Class Of 1992
Lynn thompson, RT, graduated in May 2009 
from South Piedmont Community College 
with an AAS degree in Medical Sonography.  
She is now ARRT-registered in both radiogra-
phy and sonography and is also ARDMS-reg-
istered in abdominal, OB/GYN, and vascular 
sonography. She works at CMC-Steele Creek 
performing ultrasound and X-ray as well as 
PRN for Presbyterian Healthcare.

erin Lacey, MLS, achieved her QCYM (ASCP) 
in Flow Cytometry in July 2011 (Qualification 
in Cytometry).

Class Of 1994
timothy Ludwig, RT, completed his second 
term on the JRCERT Board of Directors in 
April.  Said Tim, “Being on that board has 
given me a greater appreciation for what 
healthcare educators do every day.  The chal-

lenges from the regulatory agencies (including 

key: 
EMS Emergency Medical Science

MLS Medical Labratory Science

NuR Nursing

Rt Radiologic technology

Rtt Radiation therapy

St Surgical technology 

Jodie Huffstetler (l) & Cathey Miller (r), 
congratulated by Dean Hopkins

alumni pathways

Carrie Campbell

Continued on next page.
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the JRCERT) get tougher every day. In October 
2011, I was appointed by Governor Perdue to 
the NC State Health Coordinating Council 
(SHCC), a Division of Health Service Regula-
tion.  In that role I will try to ensure cost-effec-
tive quality access to medical services for all of 
the citizens of our state.  I’m excited to have the 
opportunity to participate in that process.”

trish Riley, NUR, married Steve Kuper in 
1995.  Said Trish, “After graduation, I worked 
at CMC for 2 years in neuro, then spent 4 
years at Presbyterian Hospital in CCU. I took 
a year off from bedside nursing and worked as 
a home health nurse, but missed hospital-based 
cardiac nursing. I went back to Presby in 2001 
in the cath lab, got involved in cardiac research 
and became a research coordinator. In 2002 I 
became a Clinical Research Associate (CRA) 
with Bailer Research, a cardiac clinical research 
organization.  I have been with Abbott Vascu-
lar since 2008 as a senior CRA.  I travel 2-3 
days weekly and work out of my home, which 
I love. My son Christopher is 24 and recently 
completed his BS in Biology at Georgia Tech.  
Daughter Allison is 23 and is working in the 
event promotion industry.”

Class Of 1995
Margaret (Molly) Berkeley, NUR, is expecting 
a 10th grandchild.

Cindy Haynes, NUR, and husband William 
(who also attended CCHS), returned from 
long-term mission work in Thailand and are 
living in SC.  Cindy works for Interim Hospice 
and William owns Sabai Technology, which 
produces specialized wireless routers. Daughter 
Emily was married in April and lives in Florida 
with her husband Vincent; their two boys John 
William and Marshall (12 & 11) are in school 
and doing well. 

Class Of 1996
Marilyn Bizuwork, NUR, worked at CMC 
for 5 years and is now a public health nurse 
currently working at the Gaston Co. Health 
Department as a child health nurse.

erica Cirillo Brinkley, NUR, finished her DNP 
program in July 2011 and was promoted to 
Associate Professor of Nursing.  She and her 
husband welcomed their second child in Febru-
ary 2012.

Beth Merrill Hayward, MLS, worked at the 
Assisted Reproductive Clinic at UNC Hospi-
tals from graduation until 2004. She recently 
moved to Minnesota and is currently a stay-
at-home mom to Noel (11), William (8), and 
Megan (4).

Karen Jester, MLS, married Rob Ellenburg in 
June 2011.

Sally osterhout, NUR, completed an RN-BSN 
program in 1999.  She has been working for the 
Cabarrus Health Alliance since October 1999 
as a school health nurse.  She is currently plan-
ning a November wedding for oldest daughter, 
Stephanie.

Class Of 1998
Cecilia Chidsey Adams, NUR, has been mar-
ried to Mark for 16 years and has two girls, ages 
12 and 14. She loves being an ER nurse at Riv-
erside Methodist Hospital in Columbus, OH 
and performs improvisational comedy for fun. 
“I want to thank the instructors of CCHS for 
giving me a wonderful education and preparing 
me for the real world of nursing!”

emily Fincher, RT, married Glenn Fechtenburg 
in December 2011.  She is a district manager in 
medical device sales selling peripheral vascular 
products and educates interventional cardiolo-
gists, radiologists, and vascular surgeons on the 
use of current technology.

Sharon turney, ST, graduated from Catawba 
Valley Community College’s nursing program 

in 2004 and is a telephone triage/intake nurse 
with CHS’ Healthy@Home. 

Class Of 1999
Antoinette “toni” Granados, NUR, is the 
educator for the CMC-NICN.  Said Toni, “I 
was elected to chair the Education Council for 
the whole hospital which has been an enlight-
ening experience.”  She finished her BSN in 
December and on the last day of class brought 
home her first child (surprise opportunity to 
foster-adopt)!  In February, Toni learned she was 
pregnant after 14 years trying!

erin Martin Hackney, MLS, is expecting a 
baby boy in August 2012.

Amanda Garner Parker, NUR, was inducted 
into Sigma Theta Tau while studying for her 
MSN at Indiana Wesleyan University and is 
now the Director of Practical Nursing at ECPI 
University.

Lisa Sinclair, NUR, received her BSN from 
Winston-Salem State University in December 
2011.

Class Of 2000
Sandra orimilikwe, MLS, received her Master’s 

in Business Administration/Marketing from the 
University of Phoenix in July 2011.

Class Of 2001
tabor Culbreth Hamilton, NUR, gave birth to 
son Harrison in November 2011.

Nicky (tia) Howell Littlejohn, NUR, is 
Director of Clinical Services for Maxim Health 
Services, a nationwide organization providing 
home care. She has three offices - Charlotte, 
Hickory, and Asheville - and manages the ser-
vices provided by Maxim clinical staff in those 
areas (300 nurses!) as well as regulatory, compli-
ance, and risk management matters.  When her 
son graduates from high school next year she 
hopes to return to her first love: NICU direct 
patient care. Nicky’s earned both a BSN and an 
MSN since leaving CCHS.
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Valerie Simmons McCain, MLS, her husband, 
and daughters Lauren and Claire, welcomed 
new baby Brooke in May 2011.  

Amy Rollins Robinson, NUR, works part-time 
on a cardiology unit at VCU healthcare system 
in Richmond, VA, and runs the nonprofit 
Christian women’s group Life 4 Real.

Danielle Moyle Rian, NUR, is working PRN 
for the Greenville Hospital System in a mental 
health unit.  She is also attending USC-Up-
state’s RN-to-BSN program.

Class Of 2002
Ashley Johns Cunningham, RT, is married and 
mom to two boys, ages 4 and 18 months. She 
works weekends, third shift, at Presbyterian 
Hospital, Huntersville, in X-ray.

Moira Davis, NUR, has a 1-year-old daughter.

Nicole Shipley Mohrmann, MLS, is the chem-
istry shift supervisor at Genova Diagnostics in 
Asheville, NC.

Class Of 2003
Gardenia Davis, ST, has joined CCHS as a 
full-time surg tech faculty member. 

Patricia Falls, NUR, is the clinical manager of a 
16-chair outpatient dialysis center in York, SC.

James Hermann, Jr., NUR, is a CRNA for 
New Hanover Regional Medical Center in 
Wilmington NC. James’ son Jacob was diag-
nosed with Acute Lymphoblastic Anemia.  Said 
James, “We got the diagnosis at the end of 
January after months of vague and disturbing 
symptoms and hospitalizations.  He is being 
treated with chemotherapy at UNC hospitals. 
He is in the low risk category and has an excel-
lent prognosis.”  James and his wife are expect-
ing their first little girl, Emily Noelle, who will 
join her three brothers, on August 13. 

Maggie Hield, NUR, was featured in The 
Charlotte Observer in August for her effective-
ness as a gynecology/oncology chemo coor-

dinator and patient navigator for Blumenthal 
Cancer Center. 

Lisa Kowalski Dacey, MLS, and her husband 
welcomed a baby boy (Camden) in July 2011.

Leigh treadaway, NUR, has been working at 
CMC-NorthEast in Labor & Delivery for six 
years.  She had a daughter, Ava, in December 
2010.

Class Of 2004
Amy & Charles Goodwin, MLS, have a one-
year-old daughter.

Kelly Holmesly Harris, NUR, had a baby 
boy on Christmas Day 2011 and is currently 
enrolled in a master’s program for Acute Care 
Nurse Practitioner.

Heather Winecoff todd, MLS, and husband 
Jason “JT” welcomed a baby girl, Haidyn Ken-
nedy, in February 2011.

theresa Wyatt, MLS, is working in the labora-
tory for the new CMC Kannapolis Pavilion.

Class Of 2005
Amanda-Lynne Bice, NUR, married Jeff 

McCurry last year and they welcomed a son, 
Connor Adam, in March 2012.  He was 5 
weeks early and spent two weeks in the NICU, 
but is doing well.  She works on 11B at CMC 
and just completed a BSN in December from 
UNC-Charlotte.

Stephanie Blackmon, NUR, has continued her 
adventures as a travel nurse and was recently on 
assignment in St. Croix, Virgin Islands, when 
she met a fellow traveler who just happened to 
be from Charlotte.  It was terrance Williams, a 
Mercy School of Nursing graduate (’07) who’d 
worked at CMC’s emergency department.  
Stephanie reports, “We alumni are everywhere 
representing CCHS and CHS!”  

Shannon Williams Clark, NUR, and husband 
welcomed John Gavin Clark in July 2011. She 
earned a master’s in nursing education from 

ECU in December 2011 and is teaching at 
CPCC and Cabarrus College.  

Cathy Dewart, NUR, will receive her BSN in 
August.

Sunny DiLando, ST, received her BSHA, 
moved to Tucson, AZ, and went to work for 
University Physicians Healthcare as a Project 
Coordinator.  She is studying for her Masters in 
Health Administration and is an administrator 
with an ambulatory (GI) center.  Said Sunny, “I 
was the administrator only two weeks when a 
Joint Commission audit took place; the former 
administrator quit without notice and had not 
prepared for the audit.  It was a challenge for 
me, but I jumped in and put together a staff, 
hired a DON, redid the financials and started 
catching up the payments.  There are still fires 
to put out every day, but I find it very challeng-
ing and rewarding.”

Shannon Clark with son John

Stephanie Blackmon

Continued on next page.
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Amy Downs, NUR, graduated from Vanderbilt 
University in August 2011 with a Masters in 
Nursing, Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner.  She 
plans to return to Charlotte to work as a Psy-
chiatric Nurse Practitioner.  She is married with 
one son who was born in 2008.

Angela Villard Harris, NUR, will complete 
the RN-BSN program at Winston-Salem State 
University in December 2012.

Jodie Huffstetler, RT, (see also photo page 21)
completed a master’s degree from the University 
of Phoenix and is a full-time faculty member at 
CCHS. 

Angela “Angie” Keathley, NUR, married 
Joshua Corcoran in November 2011.

Deborah Lane-Mathern, NUR, received her 
BSN from Queens University in 2011.

Katie Scruggs Logan, NUR, moved to Charles-
ton, SC, and is completing a master’s degree 
from USC in the Family Nurse Practitioner 
program while working at the Medical Univer-
sity of South Carolina in the Heart and Vascular 
Center.  Says Katie, “CCHS offered me a won-
derful education, and I was well prepared upon 
entering the nursing profession. I am so grateful 
for my positive experience and for the founda-
tion of knowledge that was built.”

Debbie Lynch, NUR, received an MSN from 
the University of Missouri, Kansas City, is 
certified as a Neonatal Nurse Practitioner, and is 
working at Greenville Memorial Hospital (SC), 
in their Level III NICU as an NNP.

Miranda osmolski, MLS, achieved her certifi-
cation in cytogenetics ASCP(CG).

Amy Glennon Patrick, NUR, is a stay-at-home 
mom to two boys (3 ½ and 14 months) and has 
moved to Beaufort, SC.

April Glover Payne, MLS, and husband Chris 
(NUR ’11) welcomed a baby boy (Lucas) in 

May 2011. April and Chris also have a 2-year 
old daughter (Ayden).

tim Roadcap, RT, is working for CBRE as an 
operating engineer.

Kimberly Rogers, NUR, married Jason Rice in 
2009 and currently lives in the Raleigh/Dur-
ham area.

Class Of 2006
Ryan Blanton, MLS, started a new position as 
a Hospira-Clinical Solutions executive in May 
2011.

Will Borders, MLS, was featured in a CHS ra-
dio ad campaign as an employee giving back to 
the community through his volunteer efforts at 
children’s camps and was recognized at a recent 
Charlotte Knights game for his community 
service efforts.

D’Anna Clark Helms, NUR, welcomed 
McKinley Reid Helms, three weeks early but 
healthy, in August 2011.

Frances Horton, NUR, graduated from Fron-
tier School of Midwifery and Family Nursing 
CNEP; passed CNM boards January 2012 
and obtained a post masters as a WHCNP in 
March.  She works with a nurse midwife/physi-
cian group in Harrisonburg, VA.

Class Of 2007
Nishita Desai, MLS, and husband Jagrut wel-
comed baby Niam Jagrut in October 2011.

tara oaks edinger, RT, married, moved to 
Michigan and is working as a radiation therapist.

Casey Houck, NUR, works at CMC.  She has 
a 3-year-old son (Aydin), and an 11-month-old 
daughter (Ryleigh). 

Jonathan Jackson, Rt ’07; RTT ’10, has been 
selected for admission to a formal program of 
study in the highly selective field of medical 
dosimetry, beginning fall, 2012. 

Katie Hahn Kim, MLS, is a Quality Assurance 
Specialist at Millennium Laboratory in Raleigh, 
NC.

John Lingen, NUR, and wife welcomed son 
Patrick in March 2012.

Danielle Massey, NUR, gave birth to baby boy 
Carson in January 2012.

Jamie Moore, MLS, and her husband wel-
comed a baby girl in October 2011.

Leslie Bilbro Morgan, MLS, is working at 
CMC Molecular Pathology.

Becky Watson Ritchie, MLS, is working in 
the laboratory for the new CMC Kannapolis 
Pavilion.

Caroline Nguyen trinh, MLS, and husband 
Bao welcomed a baby girl (Lien Ngoc) in May 
2011.

Ashley Hoffman Vernatter, MLS, is working 
a PRN position in the laboratory at CMC-
Northeast in addition to her normal work 
schedule.

Class Of 2008
Sherene Banawan, MLS, married Essam Mota 
in November 2011.  She is the lead tech, in 
charge of technical operations and test devel-
opment and validations, for CMC Molecular 
Pathology.

Ashley Bell, MLS, gave birth to baby girl Aniya 
in January 2012.

Megan Crum, NUR, received her BSN from 
UNC Charlotte in December 2011.

Nicole Ganzala, MLS, married Daniel Knost in 
April 2012 at Brookgreen Gardens in Murrells 
Inlet, SC.

Kari McInnis, MLS, works as a traveling MLS.
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Meredith Proctor, NUR, gave birth to baby 
Emma in August 2011.

Nicha Richmond, NUR, received her MSN 
from Loyola University New Orleans, Family 
Nurse Practitioner Program.

Jennifer Millman Roos, NUR, married Kevin 
Davis in March 2012.

Class Of 2009
Cassie Begay, MLS, gave birth to a baby girl 
(Aubrie Elisa) in June 2011.

Alicia Smith Harris, NUR, is working with the 
Cleveland County Health Department.  She 
comments, “[I] have had the opportunity to 
make a difference in lives I have been privileged 
to serve.”

Melissa Jackson, MSL, earned certification as a 
Blood Banking Specialist (SBB).  

LaDonna Belcher Johnson, MLS, gave birth to 
a baby boy (Jayden) in May 2012.

Anne McFee, NUR, and husband Ned wel-
comed twin boys, Finn and Art, in July 2011.  
She is a mother/baby nurse on 8 Tower, CMC.

Ashley Parker, MLS, married Derek Stevens in 
October 2011.

Vaidehi Patel, MLS, accepted a PRN position 
in the CMC Hematology department.

Megan Pritchard, NUR, recently became a first 
time homeowner and is newly engaged to be 
married.

Frances Sanford, NUR, is working in the 
infusion room at Carolinas Hematology and 
Oncology and loving it.

Chrisey Xiong Yang, MLS, gave birth to baby 
Bailey in May 2012.

Class Of 2010
Mary Blanchard, NUR, works for Genesis 
Healthcare in Mooresville.

Carlos Carre, MLS, and wife welcomed a new 
baby girl in December 2011.  Carlos works as 
a Core Lab Technologist in McLendon Labs 
within Memorial Hospital, UNC Healthcare 
System.

Jennifer Fritz, MLS, married Wes Gelpi in 
May 2011 and received her certification in 
molecular biology in October 2011.

Stephanie Gibson, RT, married Jeremi Walker 
in November 2011 and is working at CMC 
and PRN at Charlotte Radiology.

erica Hoover, MLS, is working in the core 
laboratory at CMC Mercy.

Jonathan Jackson, RT ’07; RTT ’10, has been 
selected for admission to a formal program of 
study in the highly selective field of medical 
dosimetry, beginning fall, 2012. 

Amanda Jones, NUR, is an ER nurse at CMC-
Northeast.

Aimee thompson, MLS, is working in the 
laboratory at Yadkin Valley Community 
Hospital.

Anna Willard, NUR, finished her BSN from 
UNCC in August 2011 and has applied to start 
her MSN at ECU.

Gretchen Hartman Willis, NUR, is a pediatric 
RN at The Betty H. Cameron Women’s & 
Children’s Hospital of New Hanover Regional 
Medical Center in Wilmington, NC.

Class Of 2011
Lauren Fiederlein, NUR, was accepted into 
Duke University Medical Center’s Nursing 
Residency program and will be an RN on the 
pediatric progressive care unit at Duke Chil-
dren’s Hospital. 

Bhavita Ghodasara, MLS, and her husband 
welcomed a baby girl (Vishva) in April 2011.

Christina Gutierrez, MLS, and husband Bul-
maro welcomed a baby girl (Sophia Isabella) in 
February 2012.

Brittini Hollingsworth, MLS, has moved to 
Virginia and is working at Northern Hospi-
tal of Surry County in Mount Airy, NC, as a 
generalist MLS.

Chris Payne, NUR, and wife April Glover 
(MLS ’05) welcomed a baby boy (Lucas) in 
May 2011. Chris and April also have a 2-year 
old daughter (Ayden).

Hine Vang, MLS, married Sonya Mai in July 
2011.

Anna Grace Wells, NUR, is engaged and has 
moved to Nashville, TN, where she is work-
ing in the OR at Monroe Carell Jr. Children’s 
Hospital.

Class Of 2012
tiffany Sterrett, MLS, married Thomas Sino-
dis in June 2012 at Disney World.

Jackie Davis, NUR, was the CCHS student 
representative at the Mecklenburg Nurses’ April 
banquet.   

Jackie Davis (l) & Grace Sotomayor, 
CMC Chief Nurse
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leGacY of excellence ($1,000 +)
Dr. Eve B. Hoover, Friend of CCHS, 

 Dr. Kathleen Revel Scholarship

President’s circle ($500 - $999)
Hazel T. Borders, NUR ’51

Janet H. Clapp, NUR ’51

Sara T. Munday, NUR ’05

Heidi W. Stewart, NUR ’95

Benefactor ($250 - $499)
Margaret A. Beaver, NUR ’55; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

Louise L. Cashion, NUR ’58; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

James & Nancy Hill, NUR ’67

Ginger Walker, RT ’76

sPonsor ($100 - $249)
Catherine T. Ashley, NUR ’61; honoring Erin Ashley Flitt

Lee C. Abbott, NUR ’63

Cornelia E. Anderson, NUR ’51

Martha K. Baker, NUR ’57

Cynthia A. Bean, MLS ’81; honoring Kelly Shirley

Kimberly A. Bradshaw, CCHS Staff; honoring 

 Ellen Sheppard

Julie N. Brenizer, NUR ’65

Katherine H. Bruce, NUR ’64; Katherine Bruce 

 Scholarship

Peggy P. Burdiss, NUR ’62

Elinor Caddell, NUR ’44, Elinor B. Caddell Scholarship

Carrie A. Campbell, NUR ’47

Peggy Cherry, NUR ’62

Virginia S. Cloer, NUR ’51; Elinor Caddell Scholarship 

 in memory of Louise Ansley

Emily J. Cracknell, NUR ’51

Brooke B. Crutchfield, NUR ’07

Kelly L. Cunningham, NUR ’04

Daphine M. Davis, NUR ’54; in memory of 

 James C. Davis

Lucy J. Davison, RT ’79

Teresa Drum, NUR ’09

Jo H. Edwards, NUR ’93

sPonsor (cont’d)
Wendy Felker, NUR ’11

Virginia R. Fesperman, NUR ’48

Douglas Frankenburg, CCHS Staff

Barbara G. Gabriel, NUR ’96

Amy Goodwin, MLS ’04

Eric R. Hiatt, NUR ’95; honoring Brenda Vasquez

Cynthia J. Hobson, MLS ’78; honoring Kelly Shirley

Ann T. Holland, RT ’80; honoring Susan Stricker

Jodie Huffstetler, RT ’05

Nathaniel Huggins, NUR ’96

Meredith W. Large, NUR ’05

Terry E. Law, NUR ’98

Timothy L. Ludwig, RT ’94

Kenneth G. McArver, Friend of CCHS; Martha Brackett  

 Rollins Scholarship

Betty S. McCartin, NUR ’51; in memory of Louise Ansley 

 and Catherine Cook

J. Melvin Meares III, Friend of CCHS 

Catherine Miller, RT ’76; Susan Stricker Scholarship

Jo S. Miller, NUR ’54

Dr. Anthony Minichiello, NUR ’94

Mary Rabon Moore, NUR ’67

Linda P. Nance, NUR ’58

Jonathan Paquette, NUR ’07

Linda F. Perkins, NUR ’67

Muriel E. Pifer, MLS ’53; honoring Kathleen Yount

Rad Tech Class of May 2012

Rayma Lou Robbins, NUR ’51 

Gail Falls Rogers, NUR ’56; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

O. Marie B. Robeson, NUR ’54

Mary S. Sanford, NUR ’50

Alva G. Sells, NUR ’58; honoring nursing graduates

Joyce Lee Sledge, NUR ’56; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

Yusef Suleiman, NUR ’11

Joyce N. Waller, NUR ’61; in memory of  

 Dr. Thomas McMillan

Ellen Y. Watson, NUR ’50

Brenda F. West, NUR ’62

Alice W. Wilkinson, NUR ’57

Sheila Wilson, MLS ’84; in memory of Jane P. Theiling

suPPorter ($1 - $99)
Alexia Abbott, NUR ’10

Manon Alwerdt, NUR ’92

Kristina A. Andronica, NUR ’96

Jennifer M. Autry, MLS ’12 

Elizabeth J. Balsiger, NUR ’06

Nancy Y. Bartlett, NUR ’51; in memory of Louise Ansley, 

 Catherine Bennington

Sallie B. Beam, NUR ’65

Ashley Best, NUR ’10

Elizabeth T. Blair, NUR ’06

Jelene D. Boyd, NUR ’98

MK Brennan, NUR ’96

Audrey G. Bridges, NUR ’51; in memory of Margaret Viso

Mary Frances C. Bussey, NUR ’64

Beth M. Caber, NUR ’94

Laura S. Capranica, NUR ’05; honoring Sara Masters

Lauren E. Carr, NUR ’09

Anna Elizabeth Carroll, NUR ’07

Nancy L. Cathcart, NUR ’59

Betty C. Chastain, NUR ’54; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

Libby L. Cole, NUR ’59

Lori J. Columbus, NUR ’03

Jean H. Connor, NUR ’57; in memory of Helen Hardin

Laura Cook, NUR ’62

Betsy W. Copley, NUR ’48

Nicole M. Cracknell, NUR ’09

Megan T. Crum, NUR ’08

Jennifer M. Davis, NUR ’08

Mary S. Deacon, NUR ’06

Jane W. Disher, NUR ’57; in memory of Jack Proctor

Tiffany M. Drennan, NUR ’11 

kEy:
EMS Emergency Medical Science

MLS Medical Labratory Science

NuR Nursing

Rt Radiologic technology

Rtt Radiation therapy

St Surgical technology 

This listing includes those who’ve given – or pledged to give – their financial support to CCHS.  The College recognizes, appreciates, and 
honors the generosity of these individuals.  If your gift(s) arrived after July 6, it will be listed in our next edition.  

If your gift is not listed or listed incorrectly, please contact Pat Lewis at 704.355.2029 or Pat.Lewis@CarolinasCollege.edu so we can correct 
the error with our next publication.  Thank you!

…of our generous alumni and donors
our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni 

and donors  our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous 

alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors 
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suPPorter (cont’d) 
David A. Drevlow, NUR ’05

Elsie D. Dye, NUR ’54

Hilda C. Elliott, NUR ’55

Kim E. Eul, NUR ’98

Amy J. Faile, RT ’05

Amy P. Farmer, NUR ’02

Meggan Farnsworth, NUR ’11

Lauren Fiederlein, NUR ’11

Elizabeth C. Garmon, NUR ’93

Cathy Y. Gilchrist, NUR ’97

Vivian A. Gilliam, NUR ’54

Barbara G. Gray, NUR ’51

Elizabeth H. Greene, NUR ’60; in memory of Nancy Finley

Linda E. Griffin, NUR ’02

Richard D. Griffiths, NUR ’06

Christina Gutierrez, MLS ’11

Nancy C. Haas, NUR ’55

Erin M. Hackney, MLS ’00

Frances L. Hair, NUR ’48

Shelley P. Haithcock, MLS ’00

Lindsay B. Harris, RT ’06

Dorothy S. Hayes, NUR ’52

Carolyn B. Hefner, NUR ’57

Domineec B. Heisel, NUR ’07

Romona N. Henderson, MLS ’11 

James H. Hermann, Jr., NUR ’03

Amy V. Hewett Johnson, NUR ’06

Michelle S. Hicks, NUR ’02

Meredith S. Hirsch, NUR ’00

Teri F. Hoke, NUR ’10

JoAnne B. Holmes, MLS ’06

Janet I. Huffman, NUR ’05

Jessica Hunsinger, NUR ’09

Jonathan R. Jackson, RT ’07, RTT ’10

Jean C. Jackson, NUR ’53; in memory of John Crawford

Sandra Jessup, NUR ’96

Ronald E. Johnson, NUR ’07

Anna B. Johnson, MLS ’10

Russell Johnson, NUR ’11 

Sue H. Jones, NUR ’67

Elna A. Jones, NUR ’45; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

Sally P. Jones, NUR ’58

Brenda H. Kanipe, NUR ’61; in memory of 

 Caroline Alderman

Kelia G. Keeling, MLS ’95

D. Irene Kiker, NUR ’56

Katie H. Kim, MLS ’06

Edith M. Larsen, NUR ’58; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

Constance Lesondak, NUR ’07

suPPorter (cont’d) 
Jessica Lineberger, NUR ’10

Janette S. Lowman, NUR ’60; 

 honoring  Darrell, Karen, Cheryl, & Suzy

William E. Lowry, NUR ’11

James A. Luddy, NUR ’06

Patsy J. Martin, NUR ’56

Pamela C. Mason, NUR ’05

Jean Matthews, NUR ’62

Tiffany C. McArthur, NUR ’06

Christine R. McConnell, NUR ’97

Patricia E. McCrary, RT ’76

Doris McDonald, MLS ’57 

Rebecca J. McGinnas, RT ’61

Lee Ann Meshier, NUR ’98

Brice B. Mitchell, RT ’10

Peggy J. Moore, NUR ’61

Jamie B. Moore, MLS ’06

Margaret T. Morgan, NUR ’58

Phyllis W. Mork, NUR ’61

Mary C. Morton, NUR ’53

Janeen T. Morton, NUR ’06

Faye C. Mullis, NUR ’56; in memory of Lucille S. Bean

Zachary Murphy, NUR ’09

Nancy E. Murray, NUR ’54; Ellen Sheppard Scholarship

Rosa M. Myers, NUR ’94

Ruby P. Nance, NUR ’48; in memory of Vonetta Abraham

Christine G. Nance, NUR ’58

Deronda S. Newsom, NUR ’55

Margaret Y. Painter, NUR ’57

George & Marjorie Pappaioanou, NUR ’63

Elizabeth S. Patterson, NUR ’55; Memory of Ruth V. Pugh

Wanda V. Pospahala, NUR ’48

Christine L. Potts, NUR ’64

Mary F. Proctor, NUR ’56

Meredith Proctor, NUR ’08

Leigh A. Redd, NUR ’11

Lucia Resende, NUR ’11 

Melissa E. Rick, NUR ’95

Carolyn Rotman, NUR ’63

Lois V. Russell, NUR ’61

Jill C. Sandrock, NUR ’01

Alberta W. Scoggins, NUR ’59

Ashley Sell, NUR ’99

Jennifer L. Smalley, NUR ’06

Elizabeth G. Smith, NUR ’59; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

Nicole P. Smith, NUR ’08

Jane H. Smith, RT ’80; in memory of Doug Bunn

Valerie P. Snyder, NUR ’92

Julia Starn, NUR ’60

suPPorter (cont’d) 
Mary Ann Stewart, NUR ’51; Wilma Crawford Library in  

 memory of Louise Ansley & Catherine Bennington

Joshua M. Stiles, NUR ’07

Amy L. Sweezy, ST ’09

Anita H. Taft, NUR ’61

Carolyn M. Talley, NUR ’52; Elinor Caddell Scholarship

Dr. Janice Terrell, CCHS Staff; honoring Win Terrell

Patsy R. Thompson, NUR ’54

Leigh Ann Tibbits, RT ’88

Angelia K. Turner, NUR ’94

Lily H. Vance, NUR ’98

Kimberly Varvel, MLS ’12 

Christine Vincent, NUR ’09

Eleonore H. Wanner, NUR ’09

Louise L. Warren, NUR ’53; in memory of Dorothy C. 

 Long & John Crawford

Mary E. Watson, NUR ’62

Sue M. Watson, NUR ’53

Anna Grace Wells, NUR ’11

Amanda T. Whitaker, RT ’09

Frances B. White, NUR ’50

Lexine A. White, NUR ’53; in memory of Emma Gupton

William E. Whitley, RT ’05

Nicole M. Williams, NUR ’06

Christie Willis, NUR ’06

Ellen B. Wilson, NUR ’62

Sarah M. Womack, NUR ’48

Alice H. Wood, NUR ’56

Janice G. Wright. NUR ’51; Wilma Crawford Library in 

 memory of Louise Ansley & Catherine Bennington

Joshua Xiong, ST ’11 

Kimberly Yarborough, MLS ’83; honoring Kelly Shirley

Kathleen Yount, MLS ’53; honoring J. Brady Daniel

in Kind donations 
(Gifts of items of value to the college)
Alexia Adams, NUR ’10; Nursing Textbooks for 

 Wilma Crawford Library

Frances Fisher, Friend of CCHS; 19 Volumes of Nursing  

 Textbooks and Journals of Historical Significance

Trisha Garcia, NUR ’12; Nursing Textbooks

Clay Ijams, NUR ’11; Nursing Textbooks

Danny Liebl, Friend of CCHS; Nursing Textbooks

Joe Minder, NUR ’11; Nursing Textbooks

SGA 2012; Cherry tree and furniture

…of our generous alumni and donors
our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni 

and donors  our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous 

alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors our generous alumni and donors Donors 2012

“Donors don’t give to institutions. 
     They invest in ideas and people in whom they believe.”  - G.T. Smith
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The tradition of a class gift dates back at least to the graduating class of 1994 and probably earlier. In 
CCHS’s early days, graduating students raised funds through bake sales, car washes, T-shirts, coupon 
books, and clip board sales in order to leave a tangible legacy of their class. The Student Government 
Association (SGA), its officers and advisors were usually the rallying force behind the fundraising. 
Nearly everyone who stepped foot into 1200 Blythe Boulevard in 2000 or 2001 left with an aquatic 
planter containing a fish – first real and then glass – which netted SGA enough to purchase a wooden 
gazebo for the College! In 1998 fundraising was kicked up a notch through candy sales at the front desk 
and professional fundraisers such as book, art, and jewelry sales. Each class has left the College a better 
place through its gifts, many of which are still in use – a reminder of the students and SGA officers who 
passed through the college, worked hard to raise funds, and thoughtfully selected the class gift. Below 
are representative samples of a few of the gifts CCHS students have left as class gifts. Future editions of 
Connections will feature more!           

class of 1994: A logo’d granite bench, installed at the college’s original Morehead Street location, 
now has a place of honor at the Rankin Education Center.  (1)

class of 1995: Flag Pole with granite marker would later be the centerpiece of CCHS’s 2001 
tribute to the lives lost in the 9-11 terrorist attacks on the US.    

class of 1996: Class Banner & Display Box, hand made by class officer Scott Winslow.  (2)

class of 1997: Courtyard picnic tables, moved in 2012 to the front of CCHS.

class of 1998: Large Screen TV provided several years of student entertainment before it slipped 
from its wall-mounted hardware and was destroyed.  

class of 1999: Custom CCHS Flag is now a tradition at all official college ceremonies.  (3)

class of 2000: A faux-stone fountain served as a lobby water feature for five years. 

class of 2001: A wooden gazebo in the courtyard still provides students with shelter and shade. 

class of 2002: Ten years later, the popcorn machine and Amish rocking chairs are still enjoyed 
daily by students and visitors.  

class of 2003: An antique “Crooks Tube” is among the treasures displayed in the CCHS heritage 
cabinet, a gift of the Class of 2003.  

class of 2004: Outdoor furniture was purchased for “The Smoking Pavilion” - though smoking 
was banned on campus in 2008.   (4)

class of 2005: Student café refrigerators; furnishings for quiet study rooms 

class of 2006: A college mace, hand carved by Dr. Tom Masterson, graces all ceremonial 

 occasions. 

class of 2007: The electronic display panel keeps students informed of CCHS news and events. (5) 

class of 2008: A student break area was upfitted with new café-style furniture. 

class of 2009: Two customized benches commemorate the Class of 2009. 

class of 2010: This class enhanced CCHS with a refurbished pavilion: stylish artwork, games, 
new grill and furniture. 

class of 2011: Gifted the College with new courtyard seating as well as a Japanese cherry tree 
honoring the victims of the 2011 tsunami in Japan. 

alumni Giving starts early 
    for cchs students
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kIM MaRSHaLL’S GOt taLENt
Annually, Carolinas HealthCare System holds a systemwide talent show. 
Hundreds of aspirants try out from throughout the states in which CHS 
operates. And boy, do they have talent! Most are vocalists, some play instru-
ments, and this year, one demonstrated his sound mixing and record spin-
ning talents. Only the top 14 made it to the final competition, representing 
their particular CHS facility. Our own Kim Carper Marshall (Nursing 2011) 
was the finalist selected to represent CHS’s largest (by far!) facility: Carolinas 
Medical Center.  Kim played electric ukulele and sang, demonstrating her 
extraordinary talent and wowing the crowd. Top honors went to the senti-
mental favorite, a Whitney Houston cover, but word on the streets is that the 
judges were blown away by Kim’s true musical genius!  Though a gift, Kim’s 
talent has been finely honed. She’d earned a master’s degree in music and vo-
cal performance before attending CCHS, has sung jazz and blues profession-
ally for over ten years, and has performed at numerous prestigious festivals 
and events. Check out her website www.Kimberlycarper.com.  Other CCHS 
alumni who’ve taken home top honors in past competitions include sisters 
Valerie Beekman Wegener (NUR ’07) and Julie Beekman (NUR ’08).  

“Julie J.” (MLS, ’90) asked that her full name not be 
used in this story. You see, when she travels across 
international borders, the internet is often used 

by border patrol to find information that could be 
used against someone. “And just what incriminat-
ing evidence,” you may wonder, “would one expect 
to find on a medical laboratory scientist who studied 
in Charlotte, North Carolina?” Believe it or not, her 
crime would be: Translating a film about the life of 
Jesus Christ. And that, alone, could prohibit her from being allowed into 
certain countries with strong anti-Christian sentiments or worse – it could 
put the nationals she works with in those countries in danger.  Julie works 
for The Jesus Film Project.

In 1979, a movie was made on the life of Jesus Christ. Ever since then, this 
ministry has been working to translate that movie into other languages. They 
are now up to 1,154 languages completed. As a production manager, Julie 
coordinates the entire recording process - from finding languages, translators 
and voice actors (native to the area) to sending the finished product to the 
field to be shown. She is based in Orlando, Florida and travels four or five 
times a year overseas - primarily to South/East Africa.

Annually, Carolinas HealthCare System holds a systemwide
talent show. Hundreds of aspirants try out from throughout 

the states in which CHS operates. 

Julie is originally from Gillett, Pennsylvania.  After graduating 
from CCHS in 1990, she worked as a medical technologist for 
16 years. Her experience ranges from a temp tech filling in at 
short staffed hospitals, to lab chief while working for the gov-
ernment doing health surveys, to an implementation specialist 
where she implemented eight hospitals with new blood bank 
systems.  She has kept her license current, although she has no 
plans to leave her translation position anytime soon.  

Alumnus “Julie J.” 
Takes Life-Threatening 

Risks As 
Film Translator
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looking AheAD
tueSDAY, AuGuSt 28
Alumni Association Meeting
6:30 p.m. at CCHS
If you’d like, bring along school supplies for the annual 

School Tools Campaign to benefit Classroom Central

tHuRSDAY, oCtoBeR 18
Reception for Graduating Students
2:30 p.m. at CCHS
Reception hosted by the Alumni Association to honor graduat-

ingstudents.  Alumni volunteers needed to bring baked goods 

and/or help serve refreshments.

tHuRSDAY, oCtoBeR 18
Scholarship Reception
Reception for scholarship donors 

to meet student recipients

By invitation

tueSDAY, NoVeMBeR 13
Alumni Association Meeting
6:30 p.m. at CCHS
Tentative Special Guest: Dr. Francis Robicsek
If you’d like, bring along stocking stuffers for 

children ages 9-11 to benefit The Salvation Army.

tHuRSDAY, DeCeMBeR 13
Capping Ceremony

FRIDAY, DeCeMBeR 14
Graduation (Nursing)

ConneCtions Profile uPDAte
What’s new in your life?  Send to: Publications Manager, CCHS, Po Box 32861, Charlotte, NC 28232-2861.  

Or update profile information online at www.CarolinasCollege.edu.  Click on ALUMNI and then ALUMNI ADDRESS & NEWS.
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